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Executive Summary
As part of the innovative Back from the Brink programme, Gems in the Dunes aimed to
directly help six key sand dune specialist species and benefit many others on the Sefton
Coast. The project demonstrated best practice for improving areas of the dunes for the six
target species. Working in partnership with landowners across the coast, habitat for sandloving species was improved by carrying out large-scale works with machinery, to remove
invasive scrub and reduce dense dune vegetation creating areas of open bare sand. Excess
vegetation was scraped from pools to create shallow sandy pools and pool margins as well as
installing fencing to protect habitat from over-grazing and human activity. On a smaller more
localised scale, volunteers mirrored this activity to remove areas of scrub, create sand
patches and rejuvenate pools. Open bare sand and shallow sandy pool creation was
undertaken in areas that extended suitable habitat and increased connectivity between these
areas, in order to provide the species with the best possible opportunities. The areas worked
on in Gems in the Dunes comprise only a very small proportion of the extensive Sefton Cast
dune system, so further larger scale works will be required in future to continue the benefits
provided by Gems in the Dunes and in particular in response to coastal change. These were
highlighted in a Coastal Change Workshop in March 2021, where species data and coastal
change predictions were combined, resulting in discussions about habitat work and policies
that will be required to help species in the future. One aim of Gems in the Dunes has been to
demonstrate the type of work needed so that landowners and managers have examples to
refer to; in addition the project aimed to encourage landowners to take action, and for
appropriate bodies to ensure their processes and funding are conducive to conservation of
the target species.
Volunteers helped collect data for each of the species, which helps indicate the success of
habitat improvement works and provides an idea of abundance and distribution. Volunteers
were recruited, trained and supported to collect data for Natterjack toads, Sand lizards,
Northern dune tiger beetles, Petalwort, Sea bryum and Matted bryum. As a result, more data
for all of these species is now available (with the exception of Matted bryum which is
considered locally extinct). Survey effort varied by species, and key point from the project are
that: all Natterjack pools have been monitored, more people are recording Sand lizards at a
wider range of locations, Northern dune tiger beetle records have been collected along most
of the coast and at some inland sites, Petalwort has been recorded at more locations than
previously thought; and data shows how Sea bryum habitat is changing rapidly. Many of the
volunteers will continue to survey beyond the end of the project, contributing data to the
national recording schemes. The data and survey effort from the project will support
recommendations for future works for each of the species. ARC will make reasonable efforts
to support volunteer activity after the project close.
Throughout the project a series of events and activities helped the team to engage with a
wide audience and raise their awareness about the dunes as a habitat and the wildlife they
support. Successful poetry workshops on the dunes inspired people to write creatively about
the landscape and its wildlife whilst increasing their ‘nature connectedness’ at the same time.
As a result of these workshops, the team adapted and continued engagement despite
COVID-19 lockdown restrictions during the latter stages of the project, by running a series of
online arts and creative writing events ensuring people had an ongoing link with nature and
the environment through the arts.

The project has been a great opportunity to work in partnership and to consider a cross-taxa
approach so that habitat works can benefit a range of species. These approaches have
worked reasonably well, but the project has also highlighted where practical considerations
make theoretical approaches difficult to achieve on the ground. Reporting on progress of
species recovery along the Species Recovery Curve (SRC) proved difficult, as targets set are
at a national level, whereas the work undertaken as part of the project have – due to project
capacity - been relatively small-scale even within the overall Sefton coast sand dune system.
The suitability of the SRC as a method of monitoring this type of project should be
considered for future projects. The team faced other challenges throughout the project, on
volunteer co-ordination, engagement and habitat management. One of the challenges has
been the difficulty of ensuring landowners continue with the good practice demonstrated
during the project due to a lack of ongoing funding. These challenges and the lessons learnt
will help build stronger projects in the future.

Back from the Brink
Back from the Brink was established as a game-changing partnership to turn the tide for our
most threatened species and inspire the next generation to care for England’s most
vulnerable wildlife.
An innovative collaboration between seven species NGOs and Natural England has brought
integrated effort to five landscapes, two threatened habits nationally and to twelve individual
species projects across England. The aim was for twenty species to be turned back from the
brink of extinction and for the fortunes of a further 204 species to be directly improved or
indirectly benefitted.
The BftB aim was for 60,000 people (landowners, volunteers and communities) to directly
experience the joy of saving threatened species, and over a million more to discover, value
and act for our natural heritage long after project end. The programme has aimed to
exemplify a new approach to nature conservation delivery, embedding a lasting legacy of
joined up working between the project partners.

1. Key project information
A BftB partner organisation led the work of this project, working with a number of other
bodies within the BftB partnership and beyond.

Lead organisation:
Amphibian & Reptile Conservation Trust (ARC)

Partner organisations:
Sefton Council (Green Sefton), Natural England, Lancashire Wildlife Trust, National Trust,
Reserve Forces’ & Cadets’ Association, Network Rail, Golf Clubs (Formby Ladies’, Southport
& Ainsdale, Hesketh, Hillside), Merseyside Biobank (Local Environmental Records Centre),
The Atkinson Museum (Southport). Plantlife and Buglife also provided helpful support during
the project.

Total project cost:
£368,435

2. Why this project was needed
The Sefton Coast is an important area of soft coastline in the north west of England. It is
England’s largest undeveloped dune system, extending from Southport and the Ribble
Estuary in the north to Seaforth (at the mouth of the River Mersey) in the south. It is the most
northerly extent of the sand lizard and a stronghold for other threatened species, including
northern dune tiger beetle and petalwort. Lying close to major conurbations, the Sefton
Coast is a very accessible and valuable recreational resource for the communities of Preston,
Southport, Liverpool and Manchester.
The Sefton Coast supports nationally important populations of the natterjack toad and sand
lizard, both of which have suffered UK declines of around 80% over the last century (Beebee
& Griffiths, 2000). These species have very particular habitat requirements that are now met
only in very few parts of the country, with the Sefton Coast being a critical part of their
surviving range. The Sefton Coast system is important on a European scale due to its large
size, relatively high connectivity, and the particular landscape and habitat features it
demonstrates. The dunes, dune heath, and acid grassland constitute a substantial area of
semi-natural habitat. Studies on these two target species demonstrate that the Sefton Coast
supports genetically distinct populations, and in the case of sand lizards the Coast represents
the northern-most outpost for the species in the UK.
The broad habitat conditions that natterjack toads and sand lizards require are shared with
other s41 species including the rare liverwort, petalwort, and the northern dune tiger beetle.
Species like these require open habitats, which have often suffered substantial changes
through a cessation of active management. Coastal dunes are especially vulnerable habitats.
All too easily, dunes become “fixed” as a consequence of insufficient or inappropriate
management and nutrient enrichment. The natural processes which would normally create
mobility in dune systems are often thwarted by construction or other changes to local
habitats. Studies on the Sefton Coast have revealed a massive loss of bare sand since World
War II (Delgado-Fernandez & Mir-Gual, 2015) that has important implications for coastal
defence and other ecosystems services provided by the dunes, as well as the consequential
impacts on those species requiring dynamic open habitats. In addition, poorly-managed public
pressure can create undesirable effects if not adequately controlled.
All of these pressures mean that it has become more difficult to create and maintain the
particular niches, or microhabitats, required by the more specialist species (as discussed for a
range of habitats, including dunes, in Webb et al, 2010). Key management activities include
scrub removal, grazing, bare ground exposure, pool- and scrape management, and invasive
plant control.
Theproject worked with landowners on the Sefton Coast to address particular problems that
were being faced. The project provided a coastwide approach across landowners to address

the habitat management needs required for the tragetted species and as a result much has
been achieved.
The project undertook some management works directly (via staff, contractors, and
volunteers), as well as advising on mnagement priorities across the coast. Importantly, the
project added substantial value to the existing work by providing specialist advice, support
and co-ordination drawn from across the partnership. Management activity was based on the
best available evidence and experience. The 'Gems in the Dunes' project harnessed the
opportunities presented by the large populations in the immediate vicinity of the project site
to ensure a legacy of local ownership and affiliation to their threatened species. Specific tasks
include habitat management, monitoring and interpretation.
A key feature of coastal habitats is their rapid rate of change. Investigations on the Sefton
Coast have demonstrated that in some areas the landscape is changing substantially, and this
is likely to continue in future decades, with some areas likely becoming unrecognisable.
Anticipated changes include new ground levels, (due to sand accumulation) and associated
changes to vegetation types and hydrology. These changes will have implications –
sometimes major – for the natural heritage of the Sefton Coast. Identifying the appropriate
response in such a rapidly changing environment was a key focus of the project, and as a
result inland habitats have been improved and connectivity within the dunes has been
increased across the Coast. This project collated evidence and projections of changes to the
Sefton Coast with species data, allowing species specialists to identify potential sustainable
options to sustain Sefton's natural heritage in the face of changing climate and sea levels.

3. What this project aimed to achieve
The extent to which the original project aim and objectives were met is assessed here, as well
as any additional elements incorporated by the project during its delivery.

Project aim
The principal aim of Gems in the Dunes was to demonstrate good dune habitat management
practice for adoption more widely by landowners, in order to achieve a substantial
improvement in the status of six Section 41 dune specialist species on the Sefton Coast, by
delivering direct management action and enhancing co-ordination and capability of land
owners, nature conservation specialists and the local community. Fifteen other Section 41
species will also see benefits from the project’s activities. The project will also empower local
communities to take ownership of the Sefton Coast dune system, and raise awareness of its
important conservation value, through an extensive public engagement programme.
RAG rating - GREEN
Narrative – The project has worked with local landowners on the Sefton Coast meeting
direct management targets and engaging conservation experts to improve species survey and
monitoring. Engagement targets with the local community, including volunteer recruitment
were exceeded, and some activities continued in an online format under Covid19 restrictions
in 2020. Targets were met and completed within budget, despite slight delays to habitat
improvement work. The habitat work undertaken by the project covered a small area of the
whole Sefton coast dune system, but within these areas the habitat has been substantially
improved. The improved habitat has benefitted five of the six target species by reducing

invasive scrub, the creation of bare sand, and creating or improving breeding pools and their
surroundings. Unfortunately, matted bryum, which was last recorded on the coast in the
1930’s was not found; however the work has created suitable habitat that it could colonise if
it were to be recorded in the future. The removal of invasive scrub has benefitted secondary
species by creating a mosaic habitat including open areas for basking and hunting (grayling
and common lizard), as well as cleared areas where typical dune meadow species will colonise
in future providing good sources of invertebrate prey (noctule and brown long-eared bat, as
well as northern lapwing, common linnet, common grasshopper warbler and reed bunting).
The extensive engagement programme of events, workshops and training have created a
pool of volunteers keen to continue activity beyond the project closure, and raised awareness
to many more, about the important nature conservation value of the Sefton Coast dune
system.

How was this achieved?
Original objective
Deliver expert advice and
management action with
specialist partner organisations,
to help species progress along
their recovery curve

Engage and support action by
stakeholders (including
landowners and volunteer
groups) on all aspects of the
project from management
planning, delivery on-theground, and monitoring

RAG rating

Accompanying narrative
The project team has worked with local partners to plan
and implement habitat improvement works. Discussions
with experts helped ensure that works took place in areas
most likely to benefit the species. Training for both coastal
staff and volunteers helped increase their species
knowledge as well as survey and monitoring techniques.
This has resulted in more data on distribution and
abundance of the species. The habitat works that were
undertaken have greatly improved the habitat for the
species, and therefore the prospects of most for the
future. During the project we have achieved what we set
out to do which was to help progress the species along the
SRC, however it has been at a very local level. Our
assessments are based on the actual work carried out,
which cover only a very small portion of the Sefton Coast,
let alone a national scale. As a result of our local
achievements the RAG rating for this section is green,
however where we have not reached the target for a
species it is because the targets are based on the national
targets of a species. It is difficult to have a significant
effect on the national targets if working at such a local
scale. The Coastal Change workshop brought together
experts to highlight how the coast will change in the
future, which in some areas will see large areas of habitat
loss which will affect species and other areas where
accretion will take place, providing more suitable land.
These changes could affect the position of species on the
recovery curve, so the workshop highlighted where future
work would benefit the species to maintain their place on
the SRC or move them along further.
Regular contact with the landowners to plan habitat works
at target sites has supported the landowners to deliver
habitat work as part of ongoing regular management. The
recruitment of volunteers for both habitat and survey
work has provided opportunity for increased amount of
habitat work and data gathering, across the different sites.
This has supported landowners and resulted in more data

Develop a strong outreach
programme to improve
interpretation of the natural
heritage of the Sefton Coast and
secure local support for action

Provide focus, co-ordination and
prioritisation across relevant
activities to develop integrated
landscape-scale plans that will
contribute towards agreed
national targets

giving a better picture of distribution and abundance.
Volunteer activity has been as a result of recruitment by
the GitD team, with the provision of training and ongoing
support for volunteers throughout the project. Volunteers
were a mix of people who already volunteered somewhere
on the coast to people who were new to volunteering
and/or the coast. Working in partnership with the
landowners we were able to carry out volunteer tasks on
the different sites working benefit the species across the
different sites, thus working at landscape scale. The
variety of tasks carried out from scrub clearance, pool
rejuvenation to survey work allowed volunteers to take
part in a variety of activities or focus on what they enjoyed
most or what suited them best. It provided them with
opportunity to learn about the different sites and the
organisations that manage the sites. From a landowner’s
point of view the Gems volunteers have been an additional
resource that has helped them increase the amount of
habitat work undertaken or increased the amount of
species data gathered.
Throughout the project the team has run a varied
programme of activities that included guided walks, talks,
mini-beast hunts, family scrub days, arts and creative
writing workshops. This variety provided opportunity
across different audiences, such as families with children.
The programme of guided walks attracted people with an
interest in the coast or wildlife, and often attended walks
and talks on more than one occasion. Events to attract
families included mini-beast hunts and craft activities with
a wildlife theme as well as habitat tasks such as scrub
clearance and pool creation. A series of creative events led
by artists and poets attracted a new audience and allowed
us to engage with people who may not normally join a
guided walk but were happy to learn about the coast
whilst taking part in an art activity.
The team have developed a group of dedicated
enthusiastic volunteers through a varied programme of
activities and training, helping to increase knowledge and
active involvement. Several volunteers were recruited as a
result of attending an event, where something they have
discovered has sparked an interest and given them
incentive to get involved. Volunteers have contributed to
the improvement of their local habitat work as well as the
monitoring of species in that habitat, with some also
helping other volunteers in a mentoring role.
By working along the whole coast with the different land
owners, the team has emphasised the benefits of working
at a landscape scale. This is an important factor on a coast
where all landowners are managing the same sort of
habitat and species. The landscape scale approach helps
work to take a cross species approach. The species
recording that the project has undertaken has ensured that
partners have had the opportunity to input to recording
across the boundaries, and feed in to national recording
schemes. For Natterjack toads this was already happening
to a degree, but the project has helped to increase the
level of working together. Similarly Sand lizard recording

across boundaries is helping to improve record inputs to
the national recording programme. In the long term this
approach will work to the benefit of species adapting to
coastal change, when we are looking to improve habitat
and create corridors for species movement, which may be
across landowner boundaries.
RAG key:
Red: Not achieved
Amber: Partially
Green: Fully

4. What the project delivered
The final outputs produced are set out in relation to the project targets and measurement
method (as modified during the project implementation where appropriate).
Output

How was this
measured

Final Target

Create mosaic habitat
(through scrub & tree
removal and sand
patch creation)

No. hectares mosaic
habitat created;
photos show a
difference in the area

5.75 ha

Remove Japanese rose

No. hectares
removed; photos
show a difference in
the area

3.2 ha

Final Achieved
Vols – 45,213m2
Contractors – 69,634 m2
Total – 114,847 m2
11.5ha
A much larger area of mosaic was
created in part more scrub was
removed instead of the planned
Japanese rose at QJNT
Vols – 0 m2
Contractors – 17,000 m2
Total – 17,000 m2
1.7ha
All rose was removed at Cabin Hill
NNR as in the original plan. At
Altcar all the rose was removed as
in the original plan, however it was
spread out in small clumps across a
large area, so although the area in
the original plan has been cleared,
when actually mapped the figure is
a lot lower. No rose was removed
from QJNT as planned as Japanese
knotweed was identified
throughout the stand of rose. To
remove it would have exceeded
the budget substantially, so we
decided to leave it in place and
focus on the removal of more
scrub across the rest of the site.
Overall the area of Japanese rose
is less than planned however the
area of scrub removed to create a
mosaic habitat is more. The rose
on QJNT is now forming part of
the Dynamic Dunescapes project,
which has a larger budget and is
able to tackle the removal of both

Construct pool for
natterjack toads,
petalwort, matted
bryum, and sea bryum

Before and after
photographs;
mapping new habitat

Restore slacks / pools
for natterjack toads,
petalwort, matted
bryum, and sea bryum

Area slacks / pools
restored; photos will
show a difference in
the area

Install fencing to
protect breeding
populations from
disturbance

Percentage of
fencing installed;
before and after
photographs

Recruit new volunteers

Attendance sheets;
number of returning
volunteers; engaging
via website; photos
of recruitment

Compile resource kit
for events, training and
surveying
Training Activities Land owners - in
primary species
ecology, identification,
and habitat
requirements

1 new pool (0.25 ha)

1.5 ha

0.75 km (original
target of 1 km)

40 (~ 10 per year)

the rose and knotweed. Dynamic
Dunescapes are looking to remove
the rose from the majority of the
coast during the project.
Vols – 0 m2
Contractor – 3,400 m2
Total – 3,400 m2
0.34ha
Vols – 1,280 m2
Contractor – 44,000 m2
Total – 45,280 m2
4.5ha
Vols – 0 m2
Contractor – 765 m2
Total – 765 m2
765m
282
Recruitment was highest at the
start of the project but has
continued steadily throughout.
This has been essential to maintain
activity as people drop out or
move on.
100%
Display panel and project leaflet
created for use at events

% completion of
resource kit

Resource kit
available for use

Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

11

31 held

Training Activities Land owners - in
survey, monitoring,
and recording

Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

10

31 held

Training Activities Volunteers - in primary
species surveying and
recording

Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

15 training sessions;
capacity for 10
volunteers at each

Training Activities Volunteers - in primary
species habitat
management

Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

1 training session;
capacity for 10
volunteers (original
target of 6)

Volunteer Activities:

Attendance

30 survey activities

31

1 - As volunteers sign up on an adhoc basis, we decided that it was
best if new volunteers received
training as they joined, rather than
holding group training sessions at
set times. If we’d stuck to the
original plan we felt that people
would lose interest if they had to
wait for training before they could
take part.
97 sessions

primary species
surveying and
recording

Volunteer Activities:
primary species habitat
management

Guided walks

Wildlife talks

Evening talks (winter)

spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event
Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event
Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event
Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event
Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

(original target of
25); capacity for 10
volunteers at each

20 activities (original
target of 18);
capacity for 10
volunteers at each

756 days of volunteer time

70 events

6 (original target of
4)

9 events

5 (original target of
3)

6 events

% completion of
document

~ 20 copies

Guidance videos
[central] for site staff –
management options
for primary species

% completion of
videos

4 videos

Guidance document
for site staff and
volunteers in
surveying, monitoring,
and recording

% completion of
document

60 copies

Count of numbers
consulted; feedback
forms

157 sessions

24 (original target of
4)

Guidance document
[central] for site staff –
management options
for primary species

Annual Consultation
with each landowner

270 days of volunteer time at
group surveys
373.5 days of individual survey
time

45 (original target of
40)

21 partner site staff received
habitat management guides for
‘Creating & maintaining bare sand’,
Creating & managing dune slacks’
and Managing scrub on a sand
dune system’. Available for
download on the BftB web page
One video summarising the habitat
management work was completed
by the national team. The
filmmaker filmed the GitD team
and volunteers to explain the work
undertaken.
Sent to 60 active survey
volunteers and 21 local partner
site staff.
Initial group meeting set up,
however future dates not well
attended (1 person attended on
one occasion) as a result we
decided that 1:1 site meetings
would work better and provide a
more flexible option for us to
engage with land owners.
Meetings/liaison with Sefton
Council, National Trust, Natural
England, Altcar and Lancs Wildlife
Trust landowners at least 3
times/year. Golf courses, 1-2times
annually

Project Leaflet

% completion of
document; photos of
leaflet

Annual newsletter

% completion of
document; photos of
newsletter

Annual conference for
all stakeholders (land
managers and
volunteers etc) to
share experiences and
lessons learned

Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event

Press releases
Herpetofauna Workers
Meeting
Species Conservation
& Coastal Change
Workshop
The Atkinson Museum
‘Natural Coast’
Exhibition – Gems in
the Dunes
interpretation material

Photos of the press
releases
Attendance
spreadsheet; feedback
forms; photos from
the event, summary
Attendance
spreadsheet;
feedback forms;
photos from the
event, report
Public consultation to
obtain feedback;
photos of the
displays

2500

3000 produced and distributed

1500

An initial newsletter was produced
which was given to volunteers and
available at events, however it was
decided that a digital version was
more practical. After considering
levels of engagement of the digital
newsletter, which were quite low,
more regular updates were sent
where the content was in the
email, and included dates and
times of activities which is what
people were after in order to
actively engage. Total 38 sent

4 (original target of 3)

3

The team produced one specific
project press release.

1

210 attendees

1

25 attendees from across the
Sefton coast, sand dune managers
from across the UK as well as
species and coastal change
specialists

1?

N/A – Museum unable to
participate.

5. What difference the project made
The nature of how the project delivered against the National Lottery Heritage Fund’s 14
‘Outcomes for Heritage’ is described briefly here.
National Lottery Heritage Fund
(W – weighted)
Outcomes for Heritage:
▪ Better managed (W )

▪

In better condition (W)

The project has met this outcome by…

The project has raised the awareness of the land managers in relation to
the habitat requirements of the six key species and placed a focus on
habitat improvements that benefit more than one species. For example
the removal of invasive scrub removes the problem whilst creating bare
sand which benefits the Sand lizard and Northern dune tiger beetle as
well as secondary species such as the Grayling butterfly.
Recommendations and a sign up to prescribed
management/maintenance needs by landowners for 10yrs beyond the
end of the project provide a legacy of continued benefits for the
species.
Comments from our partner feedback have included: ‘All of the above
work has been undertaken using best practice as set out in our habitat
management guidance for specific features within our sites. Work has
improved SSSI condition on Cabin Hill and Ainsdale NNRs and helped us to
achieve targets set out within our management plans.'
(IP05 GitD Partner Final Survey responses – combined)
When asked ‘how is the work the project (GitD) is doing, helping with
your day-to-day conservation work? Responses included –
“it gives us a better overview of the health of habitat and populations sizes
of specialist species”
(IP05 GitD Vol & Partner Feedback summary Dec 2019 - Jan 2020)
Habitat improvement work has taken place at 7 project sites as well as
2 additional sites.
Work across the sites has improved the dune habitat for many dune
specialist species:
• Targeted management activity on both the dune slopes and
pools has benefitted the species.
• The removal of invasive scrub has created areas of bare sand
which is essential for basking, hunting and egg laying for sand
lizards and northern dune tiger beetles.
• New areas of bare ground extend existing suitable habitat and
increase connectivity.
• Creation of new pools and rejuvenation of old ones has
provided more connectivity with existing pools that natterjack
toads utilise for spawning.
• The reduction of vegetation around the margins of these pools
has made them more suitable for the sea bryum, matted bryum
and petalwort to colonise.

▪

Better interpreted &
explained

▪

Identified / recorded

The project created a leaflet and display panel to help provide
information about the landscape and the key species it supports. These
helped get the message across when there was no direct engagement,
or at the local show or museum events when there were too many
people to speak to all. Guided walks focused on the landscape and
wildlife, when the GitD team was able to talk to people and explain
where they might find the different species and why they were found
there and the reasons the different works were being undertaken.
Specific species walks such as Natterjack toad walks, took place at
night, showing people the animals and providing the experience of
walking through the dunes at night and hearing the toads calling.
Although less detail was provided at the art events it was focused on
small bite sized chunks that helped inspire the writing, painting or
drawing. Regular social media and blog posts engaged audiences with
details of wildlife, landscape and how they could get involved. During
Covid restrictions, online creative workshops provided the team with
the opportunity to engage with people despite not being allowed onto
the dunes.
Training provided opportunity for audiences to find out about the
species in more detail, both in classroom sessions and out in the field.
The species survey guides and habitat management guides helped
provide more detailed information to a wider audience. When out
working with volunteers there was opportunity to explain the reasons
for the tasks and how they were benefitting the wildlife, eg when
digging a sand patch it was to provide, areas for basking, hunting and
egg laying for lizards and hunting and gg laying for the beetles.
Pre-project the levels of recording and numbers of recorders varied by
species. The project team has worked with landowners and species
experts to identify where additional recording was required. Species
identification and surveying training was held for the 6 key species, led
by species experts.
Survey effort for natterjack toads had declined over the years for a
variety of reasons. Project staff were able to take a coastwide approach
and allocate newly trained and licensed volunteers to small groups of
pools, typically 3-5pools depending on pool location and accessibility,
to survey.
Sand lizard survey effort has been limited to a few individuals in the
past, likely down to the difficulty in actually finding them. Following the
training, the project team supported volunteers through small group
survey training, to increase their confidence. Although these sessions
proved successful, overall only four or five individuals have actually
followed up with individual survey, however even this small number will
help contribute to the overall data collection and provide better
information on abundance and distribution.
Northern dune tiger beetle records had been gathered in an ad-hoc way
prior to the start of the project. As a result of the training more people
have been out surveying them on a more regular basis.
Past bryum and petalwort records mainly relied on commissioned NE
surveys, so the training provided recruited volunteers who readily
recorded in group sessions but were reluctant to undertake individual

surveys. Overall all survey effort for all six of the key species has
increased as a result of the project.
Many of the volunteers are keen to continue surveying, with ARC
continuing to support the Natterjack and Sand lizards surveyors and
landowners supporting recording the of the other species after the
project finishes.
Outcomes for people:
▪ Skills development (W)

The varied programme of events provided opportunity for participation
at different knowledge levels whilst activity with the land owners on
the different sites provided opportunity to learn about different areas
of the coast, including the wildlife. Activities focussed mainly on the
species, but also how the landscape has changed and become much
more vegetated which is one of the main causes for concern regarding
the species, and extremely important in the face of coastal change.
Guided walks – explained to people about the landscape and wildlife
out in the field, including the problems the habitats and species are
facing and what he project is doing to help them.
Family events – activities focused on the wildlife but were in the form
of mini-beast huts or craft activities, where children could learn about
the species as well as their parents/guardians. They also included
practical tasks so children and adults could take part and actually help
benefit the wildlife.
Talks – an opportunity for audiences to learn about the habitats and
wildlife without actually visiting the dunes.
These were activities to engage with new audiences or those who had
an interest in the landscape and/or wildlife but wanted to find out
more. In some cases they acted as a starting point for them to find out
more and get more involved and sign up as volunteers.
For those who wanted to get more involved, training helped them learn
about the species and how to survey and record them, with many
participants now carrying out surveys independently.
Landowners also attended the training sessions, finding them useful as
refreshers in some cases and for newer staff providing them with the
opportunity to get involved with surveys. This should benefit the longterm survey effort as long as they remain on the coast.
Volunteers learnt about the effects of coastal change on the landscape
over the years and how it affected the wildlife, and how their input was
helping reverse the fortunes of the landscape and wildlife. They learned
as they carried out habitat work, such as cutting scrub or digging out
vegetation to create sand patches, rejuvenate pools or create new ones.
As well as learning new skills, for some it was the opportunity to meet
and work as a team with like-minded people, and a chance to benefit
from being outdoors.
Coastal staff have found the training opportunities very helpful as
indicated by their response to the following question – How has the
training benefitted you? – “We have found them all very helpful in building

knowledge and confidence which we continue to share within the team and
property-wide”
“Increased confidence in identification & surveying” and “Opened my eyes to
possible nesting sites for management and safeguard”
Response from volunteers when asked “Is the training and support
useful?”
“Training is fantastic. The ongoing support is valuable – gain confidence etc”
“Absolutely - training has helped me build confidence in surveying and
being able to survey solo and with accuracy”
“Finding the species, getting to know an area of dunes better and learning
more about the species.”
“Happy and physically engaged and part of a team”
“The training is good at an entry level and sparks interest that can
inspire further curiosity. It also gives greater appreciation of the whole
dunes”
(IP05 GitD Vol & Partner Feedback summary Dec 2019 - Jan 2020)
▪

Learning about heritage
(W)

▪

People will have changed
attitudes and /or behaviour

▪

People will have had an
enjoyable experience

During the project the team worked with a small number of schools so
the children could learn about their local environment, including the
landscape, the wildlife, the problems they were facing and how the
project was trying to help them for the future. They gave presentations
at school, helped the children create models of the key species and led
follow up walks on site. A home-schooling group of children and
parents visited the dunes to learn more and also undertake some
practical habitat management work. Involvement with Edge Hill
University, brought the project to the attention of teachers and student
teachers, through presentations and practical habitat work.
The project team had stalls at local events and ran activities in two local
museums: The Atkinson, Southport and The World Museum, Liverpool.
All targeted different audiences, reaching further than those already
with an interest in the coast. These new audiences were from further
afield, or people who didn’t realise there was such rare wildlife on their
doorstep.
For some these species are not the most prominent ones when they
think of the dunes, and the project has helped uncover some of the
hidden ‘gems’ and improve attitudes towards the species. In response to
the question ‘How did the activities make you feel?’ responses included
‘A stronger sense of attachment to amphibians and other wildlife of the
Sefton Coast’.
IP05 GitD Volunteer feedback summary of comments - project end
Feedback from different events and volunteer activities provides
evidence that people have enjoyed themselves:
When asked to tell us 3 things you have enjoyed about volunteering
with GitD, responses included
“The knowledge you are doing valuable eco-work” “exercise” and
“jacket potatoes”
“Comradeship. Getting out in nature and seeing the habitats changing
through the seasons and the feeling of doing something for nature”
(IP05 GitD Vol & Partner Feedback summary Dec 2019 - Jan 2020)

▪

Volunteering time TBC

Comments from events also support the outcome that people will have
had an enjoyable time. When asked ‘What did you enjoy most?’
responses included: ‘The distraction from life, using my brain, being
engaged in something creative’, ‘Looking at the beautiful plant life, including
the tiny, rare varieties, and using short poetic forms to capture thoughts in
writing’ and ‘I enjoyed learning about the project, a new skill and meeting a
lovely bunch of people’.
IP05 GitD Art workshop Summary of Comments ACP, IP05 GitD
Creative writing feedback summary of comments
282 different individuals have given their time.
1127.5 volunteer days contributed
97 group survey sessions
373.5 individual survey days
157 habitat management tasks
The GitD team build up a team of dedicated volunteers, who have
contributed massive amounts of time and effort to the project. They
have undertaken habitat improvement work which included removing
invasive buckthorn scrub, creating and rejuvenating sand pates and
creating and rejuvenating pools. Work has taken place across the
different sites and has been based on each sites requirements to
benefit the different species. They have met and worked with different
landowners as well as different volunteers, gained experience and
knowledge as well as friendship throughout. For some there has been
an overlap with survey activity which has inspired them to undertake
additional work to benefit the areas they survey. Surveys have spent
many hours searching and counting the species to increase data to help
understand species abundance and distribution. Surveys have taken
place along the length of the coast, focusing on the different species in
each location. Training and support helped build their knowledge and
confidence and for many they enjoy surveying independently or in
small groups, enjoying the social aspect this provides. The GitD team
has supported individuals throughout with identification and data
recording, but many help and support each other, arranging to meet
and survey and answering each other’s questions. Sand lizards have
been difficult to survey and although many showed interest at the start
only a few have persevered, and some have benefitted from the help of
our main sand lizard volunteer who has taken them on site and shown
them where to look, what to look for and tips on best times of day and
weather conditions.
When asked ‘how is the work the project (GitD) is doing, helping with
your day-to-day conservation work? Landowner responses included –
“scrub management tasks – with more people more gets done” For
natterjack recording “this frees up staff to cover other pools”
(IP05 GitD Vol & Partner Feedback summary Dec 2019 - Jan 2020) When
asked ‘How valuable have you found the volunteer contribution?’ One
partner’s response was “Volunteer effort was declining due to changes
especially in staff time and loss of knowledgeable staff and volunteers –
New people, new blood and excellent vital work”
(IP05 GitD Vol & Partner Feedback summary Dec 2019 - Jan 2020)

Outcomes for communities:
▪ Environmental impacts
reduced

▪

More people and a wide
range of people will have
engaged with heritage (W)

The contractors the project team worked with were all local, which
reduced environmental impact, with reduced travelling distances.
This was harder to achieve when recruiting species experts, however
the artists we have worked with have all been local.
Many of the sites are within a short distance of public transport, which
volunteers have used when possible. Often more local volunteers
actually walk or cycle to site. Pre-covid restrictions, car sharing by
project staff was undertaken where practical.
During the project invasive scrub was removed by volunteers and
contractors, the main species being Japanese rose and sea buckthorn.
By removing these two species the project was preventing the habitat
getting any worse (Japanese rose can spread by approx. 20% each year)
as well as creating more suitable habitat for the species. For both
invasive species, it is essential that the entire plant including roots be
removed otherwise it can regenerate from remaining root fragments.
Treating with chemicals is the other way of stopping these species
spreading, however in an ideal world, chemicals wouldn’t be used at all.
During the initial volunteer tasks we trialled using ‘tree poppers’ which
pull up the whole plant as well as digging out plants. The ‘tree poppers’
worked in some instances when there were small bushes that had had
not been cut before, but where they had been cut down previously the
root systems extended further so more was left behind. This resulted in
more vigorous growth the following year. Further work continued with
all cut bushed being treated individually with herbicide to prevent
future regrowth. Treating individual plants by painting the cut stump
avoided harm to surrounding plants and animals. At some of the sites
where contractors removed scrub cut stumps were treated with
chemical in a similar way. At the other larger sites, excavators removed
entire plants, digging a hole at a suitable location, and burying them
deep in the sand dunes. This method had two benefits, firstly it avoided
the need for chemical use and also created additional areas of bare
sand. This method works well for small distinct patches of Japanese
rose, so long as there was at least 2m of sand covering the removed
material, however it became harder to implement well with larger
extended patches as Identified by additional works carried out on Altcar
using DIO funding.
2687 people have engaged directly with the project through attending
events. A varied programme of activities appealed to different
audiences, as did regular social media activity Participants have had a
wide age range and varying levels of knowledge about the coast.
Evidence gathered at the World Museum events show people from
more urban areas.
The majority of participants are ‘retired’ with time available. Working
aged attendees are less as they are more time limited, whilst students
attend to gain experience.
Demographic data across evaluation?

▪

Your local area /
community will be a better
place to live

The work carried out has improved the habitat and provided more
opportunity for the wildlife, which provides a more appealing landscape
to local populations. The removal of dense prickly invasive scrub
provides more open accessible areas for people to visit. Increased levels
of activities offering participation, provide opportunity for involvement
as well as improved health and well-being. Many have felt a pride in the
local environment as a result of their contributions. When asked ‘How
did the activities make you feel?’ responses included ‘I felt like I was
doing something that mattered for the earth and it's biodiversity - big
change requires many small, localised changes. Getting people involved in
projects around their homes is surely key to building a sustainable world for
the future’ and ‘They made me feel that I was making a difference and
contributing to the improvement of my local environment’.
IP05 GitD Volunteer feedback summary of comments - project end

▪

Your local economy will be
boosted

▪

Your organisation will be
more resilient

Hiring local contractors.
Using businesses such as printers and food suppliers helps the
local economy.
▪ Employing local artists to run events
▪ Local hotels and B&B’s etc benefitted from delegates attending
the Herpetofauna Workers Meeting in 2020.
▪ Local cafes have benefitted as often volunteers go for a coffee
after surveying.
ARC’s presence on the coast has become more prominent throughout
the project.
Working in partnership both locally and nationally ARC have
demonstrated their ability to deliver a good project.
Recruitment of more volunteers has increased levels of survey effort
and provided ARC with more data on the Sefton coast in particular for
sand lizards and natterjack toads, which helps with the conservation
effort.
ARC’s links with local land owners have been strengthened by having a
physical presence on the coast.
▪
▪

6. Species Recovery progress
A key aim of this BftB project was to measurably improve the conservation status of its
target species, with the final assessed outcomes achieved described here.
a) Primary target species – Species Recovery Curve assessments
• The projects original objectives were to deliver expert advice and management with
specialist partner organisations and to help species progress along the recovery curve.
• During the project work undertaken has benefitted the target species, however when
recording against the targets set in the Species Recovery Curve (SRC) it is difficult to
demonstrate that all species have achieved their target score, because the figures
within the SRC are for the national population. The work of the project only focused
on the populations found on the Sefton coast rather than the entire national
population, and even at a local level works was only undertaken on a small proportion
of the coast. Habitat improvement works and specialist advice to landowners has
helped moved the species along the curve locally and provided better prospects for
them in the future.
• In summary the work has benefitted both the Northern dune tiger beetle and
Petalwort, moving them on to the targeted step on the SRC. The prospects for the
Sand lizards and Natterjack toads has greatly improved where work has taken place
however, in the bigger national picture the work has not been widespread enough to
advance them to the target step. Similarly, Sea bryum has benefitted from the
creation of new suitable habitat during the project but not to the overall extent of
moving it to the target step on the SRC.

Taxon name

Bryum
calophyllum

Common
name

Matted
bryum

Baseline
score
2014

2

Target
score
2020

6

Final
score
attained

2

Narrative summary
Surveys have failed to find any evidence of
this species on the coast, which suggests
that it is locally extinct, having not been
recorded since 1933. The last recorded
location on the Sefton Coast consisted of a
four-figure grid reference and the place
name Freshfield, which made it very difficult
to identify even where it’s local distribution
may have been. Requiring the same
conditions as Sea bryum, volunteers
surveyed the suitable areas of habitat
without success.
The habitat work carried out to create new
or to improve existing pools in the dunes
has created suitable damp sandy habitat
around the margins, for it to colonise should
there be spores present in the surroundings.
Found in the same habitat as the Sea bryum
(see below) if present it would be facing the
same pressures of rapid successional
changes. Without habitat management work
to improve further sites there is even less
chance of it being recorded, therefore we

feel that we cannot progress this species
along the recovery curve.
During the project, monitoring took place at
all of sites where habitat improvement
works been undertaken to increase the
amounts of bare sand. At the three most
likely sites, Altcar, Cabin Hill NNR and
National Trust Formby, NDTB have been
recorded. Of the other sites where bare
sand was created it is expected they would
be found on the Ainsdale NNR as they are
close to existing areas with records.
However Freshfield Dune Heath is cut off
by woodland, so movement is unlikely and
Kennilworth Road and QJNT are cut off by
roads or housing, all are barriers to the
beetle’s movement.

Cicindela
hybrida

Northern
dune tiger
beetle

2

7

7

The removal of invasive scrub has provided
better opportunities for the beetles with the
creation of more bare sand, used for egg
laying and hunting. Survey effort along the
entire coast has revealed the beetles to be
present on most of the frontal dunes, apart
from where public pressures are high –
Ainsdale LNR Shore Rd area, parts of
Victoria Rd to Lifeboat Rd at NT Formby.
They have also been recorded at suitable
inland dune habitat. Records at the newly
improved sites show they are extremely
opportunistic and move quickly if conditions
are right. Further works to create notches of
bare sand on the frontal dunes and to allow
natural processes to take place, at the
Ainsdale NNR and at Formby, by Natural
England and National Trust as part of the
Dynamic Dunescapes project will provide
ideal conditions for the beetles. Evidence
gathered during the coastal change
workshop indicates that there will be future
losses of suitable habitat in some areas but
gains in other areas of the frontal dunes. In
order to mitigate these changes the
improvement of linked habitat further inland
would provide opportunities for these
mobile creatures.
Habitat improvements during the project
and a greater amount of survey effort has
provided evidence that they are more
widely distributed than data suggested preproject and with the further work to create
notches as part of the Dynamic Dunescapes
project, indicate that the project has helped
this species to move to target level 7 on the
SRC.

Bryum
warneum

Sea bryum

2

6

5

Having surveyed this species during the
project we have a better idea of its current
status, and the effects coastal change are
having on it. Numbers have declined since
pre-project surveys in 2013 as a result of
reduction of suitable habitat due to rapid
successional changes taking place. This has
been apparent on the Birkdale frontal dunes
and also in the large, once sandy dune slacks
known as the ‘green beach’. Rapid
succession has been seen during the project
as a result of very wet winters followed by
warm dry spring/summer with rapid
vegetation growth in many of the locations
where this species is located. Even during
the time the project has been running there
has been further reduction in numbers.
Habitat works carried out at the green
beach, pre BftB, provided evidence of
possible remedial action. GitD work at other
locations, to create new or to improve pools
within the dunes has created areas of
suitable new habitat, consisting of damp
sandy areas around the margins, which this
species could colonise should spores be
present. Unfortunately the project was not
able to implement any large-scale
improvement works where the majority of
the known population is found, on Sefton
Council’s land, due to the funding
constraints of the landowner’s HLS
agreement for the site. Volunteers cleared
areas of vegetation surrounding other small
pools adjacent to the green beach, however,
there has been no sign of colonisation at
these pools. During autumn 2020 it was
recorded in quite large numbers at a small
slack near to the main population, where
there had previously been a small number.
This suggests that suitable conditions have
coincided with spore release and dispersal,
resulting in increased numbers.
The development of new early-stage dunes
is extremely limited; therefore the species
requires management intervention to
survive on the Birkdale sites, but, works
need to be on a larger scale than is feasible
by volunteers to ensure the open habitat
remains as long as possible. Ideally this
would be carried out at suitable locations on
a regular cycle. Funding is necessary to
implement these actions and has been
sought as a follow on from GitD, however
so far, bids have not been successful. The
other small population in Formby at Devils

Hole is also suffering as a result of rapid
dune succession.
Despite increased survey effort and the
provision of more suitable habitat, with a
declining habitat and not any means of
significantly improving the site during the
project this species has progressed along
the SRC, but only to level 5 rather than the
targeted level 6.

Epidalea
calamita

Natterjack
Toad

6

7

7

The project has certainly improved
prospects for natterjack toad locally and
made positive changes to habitat in certain
areas. Work has been carried out to
improve the habitat for Natterjacks and
monitoring levels have increased during the
project. Although the monitoring is coastwide, the habitat works is very limited and
covers only a very small proportion of the
whole Sefton coast. But the connectivity
between areas where work has taken place
is vastly improved. Monitoring has taken
place at the improved pools, but as yet
results of breeding at these pools is limited.
This may be because survey efforts have
been hampered by covid restrictions in
2020, but also as a result of extremely wet
winters in 2020 & 2021, meaning pools are
extremely deep and cool – conditions that
do not favour the toads and is beyond our
control. It can also take time for animals to
move and find the new pools, so they may
only use them after the project end which is
again beyond our control. Overall the
project has succeeded in increasing the
amount of suitable habitat for the species.
The work that GitD has carried out has
greatly improved the habitat, increased
connectivity and demonstrated best
practice in habitat works for the species.
Specifically within the areas where work has
been carried out, the Natterjack has moved
along the SRC to the target level of 7, with
landowners continuing with future
management and maintenance work.
If we were looking at the wider coast or at
the national scale (which the baseline
figures were set for), then progress would
not be as favourable, with them remaining
at level 6. To progress them at a wider level
further resources would be required to
facilitate more habitat improvement work
and sustain this in the future, so it could be
said that nationally it is ‘embedded in
business as usual’.

The project has certainly helped improve
prospects for sand lizard locally. The main
problem for Sand lizards on the Sefton coast
is the decline in the amount of suitable
habitat. Over the years increasing amounts
of vegetation, including invasive Sea
buckthorn and Japanese rose, as well as
undisturbed Marram grass have reduced the
amount of bare sand along the length of the
coast. There has also been a lack of
recording along the length of the coast to
give an accurate measure of abundance and
distribution.

Lacerta agilis

Sand Lizard

6

7

7

The project has cleared large areas of this
invasive vegetation to create bare sand
making areas more suitable for the lizards,
but again it must be stressed that this work
only covers a small percentage of the whole
coastal area. Volunteers have been trained
to identify and survey Sand lizards and have
been carrying out surveys, but they are a
hard species to survey as they are difficult
to spot and very weather dependant, and
there is a large area to survey. Although the
project has recruited some surveyors for
this species more are still required in order
to cover a larger area. Records have been
concentrated in distinct areas, so we have a
better idea of abundance and distribution at
some locations. Recording the success of
the sand patches created within the project
has been limited so far, with only one of the
large areas cleared through the capital
works programme having a positive sand
lizard sighting. This is potentially due to
them often being slow to move into the
newly improved areas - and can take several
years.
At some of the smaller sand patches created
by volunteers on some sites, there have
been sand lizards recorded.
The work that GitD has carried out has
greatly improved the habitat, increased
connectivity and demonstrated best
practice in habitat works for the species and
improved their prospects. Specifically within
the areas where work has been carried out,
the Sand lizard has moved along the SRC to
the target level of 7, with landowners
continuing with future management and
maintenance work.
If we were looking at the wider coast or at
the national scale (which the baseline
figures were set for), then progress would
not be as favourable, with them remaining
at level 6. To progress them at a wider level

further resources would be required to
facilitate more habitat improvement work
and sustain this in the future, so it could be
said that nationally it is ‘embedded in
business as usual’.

Petalophyllum
ralfsii

Petalwort

5

6

6

Surveys of old and current record sites has
provided an up-to-date indication of how
this species is doing on the coast. It has also
given us the opportunity to look at why it is
no longer at old record sites and identify
actions and trial them. Many of the old
record locations are now heavily vegetated
as a result of dune succession, but also due
to a lack of grazing and trampling. It is
known that the spores can remain viable in
the soil for many years. Several small areas
approx. 1mx1m were scraped to remove
vegetation at locations with old records and
where the current conditions looked
suitable - damp slacks, to encourage
regeneration from rhizoids or spores in the
sand. The following winter at two of these
scrapes petalwort was recorded (10 at one
and 20 at the second). This activity, if
carried out on a larger scale, supported by
soil profile examination to determine
appropriate levels of scraping, could see this
species recorded at more locations once
again. To maintain the habitat in a suitable
condition would also need the
implementation of a mowing or grazing
regime to maintain suitable habitat. As with
the other species, this would require
funding to help ensure this could become
‘business as usual’. Recording has been
difficult the last two winters as many of the
sites have been submerged for most of the
winter, which may have an impact on the
species in future, as is does not really like
being submerged for too long.
Focused habitat improvement works that
have were carried out on a small scale have
resulted in this species moving from level 5
to level 6 of the SRC. If funding was
available the further works suggested above
could see this species move a further step
along the curve.

i)

Evidence of recovery of individual species from project monitoring of abundance
and/or distribution?

Natterjack toad
Work carried out has provided improved areas of habitat for the toads giving them a good
chance in the future, however 3 years is too shorter time span to witness evidence of
recovery in this species, realistically to see any changes there should be long-term monitoring
over 5-10 years. Distribution likely to remain unchanged as the works have been at a fairly
small scale within the whole cost, to see increased distribution further areas of habitat
improvement would be required.
Sand lizard
This is a difficult species to make estimations of population size, because they are difficult to
find, and the habitat covers a large area. Where habitats have been improved the lizards have
a better prospect in the future, although further habitat work to increase connectivity would
be required to make a real difference to distribution. Surveys in 2021 confirmed that sand
lizards have been found in several areas where the project undertook actions, and in some
cases appears to have increased in numbers or local distribution. Certainly, the capital and
volunteer works have improved habitat at the fine scale. Although records show that more
have been recorded compared to before the project, it is difficult to say there is evidence of
substantial recovery at a broader scale. Long-term monitoring of areas where habitat
improvement work has been undertaken would be needed to show increases in range and
relative abundance. The coarse-scale distribution is likely to remain unchanged.
Northern dune tiger beetle
Species did rapidly colonise areas of bare sand created by habitat improvement work,
unfortunate lack of baseline data makes it difficult to assess whether recovery has taken
place. Likely that distribution has increased.
Petalwort
Suitable habitat has rapidly disappeared, and population has declined even during lifetime of
the project, although initial surveys in 2017/8 saw a rise in population numbers from those
recorded in 2013.
1997 – 8000 plants
2013 – 100 plants
2017/8 – 2500 plants
2019 – 2000 plants
In 2020 (17 Nov) – 300 plants were recorded at one location. In a final survey carried out by
bryologist Des Callaghan, 27 November 2020 only 155 were recorded. The bryologist counts
were estimates so tend to look lower than the project figures where volunteers counted
actual plants. Scrape work at old record sites did produce positive results, so future similar
work could help with recovery, although work looking at water levels would need to be
undertaken in parallel.

Sea Bryum
Areas of suitable habitat has rapidly disappeared, and population has declined even during
lifetime of the project. It has recently colonised newly formed dune slack habitat near to one
of the original area of the green beach, further scrape work would be needed to help with
recovery.
2013 recorded in 256x10m grid squares (33x100m grid squares)
2018 recorded at 112x10m grid squares (13x100m grid squares)
2020 recorded at 29x10m grid squares (9x100m grid squares)
Matted Bryum
Extinct locally since 1930s
ii)

Likely prospects for each of the primary species recovery in future and its timescale?

Natterjack toad
Species is likely to remain at current levels as there are no immediate plans for habitat
creation in the form of new dune slacks. Existing breeding sites will see continued
management so the species should not decline any further.
Sand lizard
Short term plans to create dune notches on some of the less well populated sites are likely to
aid in the recovery of sand lizards. This work is being carried out as part of the Dynamic
Dunescapes project on the Ainsdale NNR and at National Trust Formby, it was due for
completion 2021/22. Greatest threat to populations is ongoing isolation dune to urban
infrastructure, forested areas and habitat degradation. Urgent need to create more areas of
bare sand, and specifically self-sustaining features such as blowouts, both along the coast but
also moving inland to increase connectivity as a response to coastal change.
Northern dune tiger beetle
Likely to continue colonizing new areas of bare sand within the dune system as they form,
specifically the frontal dune ridge due to them being highly mobile. Unlikely to face declines
in the future.
Sea Bryum, matted Bryum, petalwort
Huge declines in population size and distribution have been seen even during the timescale
of the project. With limited development of new habitat management intervention from land
managers is necessary to provide the required habitat at existing sites, without this, it is hard
to see this species being able to colonise new areas of habitat even when they are suitable.
Work was carried out pre-project where there was no evidence of the plant, however after
scraping plants were recorded there during the project – a good indication that spores
remained in the ground, so similar activity may have similar results. Likely that without
significant intervention, petalwort and sea bryum will join matted bryum in becoming locally
extinct. Sefton Council will be entering into a Countryside Stewardship agreement to replace
the Higher-Level Stewardship that has recently ended. Natural England Lead advisor for the
coast has said that Sea bryum and Petalwort will be included in discussions for the
development of the scheme over the next few months (Jun-Aug 2020). The decline and
possible extinction of the plant species needs to be raised with interested stakeholders
including Plantlife.

iii)

Likelihood of each species monitoring regime being sustained over time in the
future?
•

•

•

•

•

Natterjack toad is likely to continue to be monitored in the long-term thanks to the
existing national monitoring programme and the active involvement of land managers
along the coast in supporting volunteers. ARC will be continuing to support
volunteers to monitor Natterjacks when the project finishes.
Sand lizard recording is likely to continue in some capacity, although unlikely to be to
the same extent as during the project. As it is a difficult species to survey and surveys
require a lot of time and effort, it is given less attention compared to natterjack toads.
A small group of extremely enthusiastic volunteers recruited under the project are
likely to continue regular monitoring on a few sites and less frequent surveys along
the rest of the coast. ARC will be continuing to support volunteers to monitor sand
lizards when the project finishes.
Northern dune tiger beetles were not regularly monitored prior to the project’s
existence, instead being the focus of less frequent population surveys (every few
years). A small number of volunteers have adopted sites to regularly monitor for
northern dune tiger beetles and it is anticipated this will continue, although the coastwide surveys that were undertaken during the project are unlikely to continue. Some
land managers are likely to carry out their own surveys. This is something that would
be included in future follow up project, should funding be secured.
It was difficult to enthuse land managers and volunteers about petalwort surveys due
to its small size and difficulty in finding and identifying – it is more likely to appeal to
experts or those with a keen interest in the field of bryology. Surveys for petalwort
will take place in suitable habitat prior to any habitat management work being
undertaken and so is likely to continue being monitored, but not as regularly as during
the project.
Sea Bryum and matted Bryum – see petalwort above.

b) Secondary target species – benefits enabled

Taxon name

Artemisia
campestris spp
maritima

Common
name

Dune
Wormwood

Approach(es)
used to assess
benefits

Narrative summary of benefits enabled

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Action delivery target – Monitor known populations,
including subspecies (partial delivery) and Create new
population through management of potential receptor
site and propagation of ex situ stock {partial delivery)
Working with plant experts on the coast the project
confirmed that records indicate that this species is only
located at one location on the coast. In order to
progress the second target, the project worked with a
local expert to collect samples to send to the John Innes
Centre in Cambridgeshire, which were included in
Shifting Sands investigation into the genetic diversity of
Field wormwood found on the Brecks. Results showed
genetic differences between the dune wormwood and
field wormwood as expected.
Ongoing work with local expert Josh Styles to
propagate new dune wormwood plants for

reintroduction is progressing, however it will be some
time before any further action as they are slow growing
plants.
Action delivery targets: Initiate annual monitoring of
populations at a series of key sites (partial delivery).
Mosaic management under NELMS, i.e. ensure
appropriate management of extant sites (partial
delivery). Survey to gain a better understanding of
species' distribution and status (partial delivery)

Adscita statices

Forester

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

At the start of the project the GitD team reviewed
existing records for this species and found that it
occurred on the inland edges of the coastal woodlands,
an area where the primary species were not present.
The majority of the habitat improvement works took
place on the seaward side of the woodlands, where
they were of most benefit to the primary species. A
small number of activities did take place near to the
woodlands northern edges, where work focused on the
creation of open sand and shallow sandy pools. This
work may in future benefit the species, if colonising
plants include the caterpillar foods source common
sorrel but is dependent on there being viable seed in
the area and that the moths find the areas themselves
to lay eggs. With the overall focus to deliver against
the primary species the project was not able to deliver
against the survey targets but did carry out partial
delivery for habitat management.
Action delivery targets: Habitat improvement should
focus on woodland and lowland agricultural habitats at
the landscape level. Increasing the quality of existing
habitats (e.g. insect-rich wetlands) will probably aid
noctules but it is of note that they are mosaic species.
(partial delivery).

Nyctalus noctula

Noctule

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Continue and enhance existing monitoring scheme (via
the National Bat Monitoring Programme (NBMP) in the
long term to provide robust population trends. Survey
for new roosts is required throughout its range to
better understand the distribution of this species
(partial delivery)
As a result of the habitat management work in creating
or rejuvenating dune slacks open habitat around the
pools that colonise with dune species will in future
create areas of insect rich habitat suitable for bats to
feed. In relation to habitat works on the Kennilworth
road dunes, where bats could potentially visit a bat
survey linked to the removal of scrub was carried out.
As a result only the peripheral scrub was removed to
leave an undulating line of trees suited to bat activity.
These activities have enabled the project to meet the
targets of partial delivery for this species.

Action delivery targets: Protection of critical resources
at the landscape level through the protection of all
types of roosts and important foraging and commuting
routes. This requires provision of appropriate landscape
features, which encompass habitats which are not UK
priority habitats but are important for connectivity and
foraging resources (partial delivery).
Consider the effectiveness of different conservation
management on BLE's. Fine level understanding of
priority habitats and better guidance for land managers
on required habitat structure/features is needed (partial
delivery).

Plecotus auritus

Brown longeared bat

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Ensure continuation of existing monitoring by the
National Bat Monitoring Programme (NBMP) in order to
provide robust, long-term population trends for this
species. (This requires continued investment in inter alia
national co-ordination, regional training and local
volunteer engagement). Promote the survey and
recording of BLE roosts by local bat groups, species
conservation plans, local records centres, consultants
and appropriate sharing of information (partial delivery).
A survey to accompany habitat improvement works at
the Kennilworth Road dunes, enabled the project to
leave suitable woodland habitat for use by bats and
only remove scrub from the periphery. The areas where
most of the habitat work was undertaken was on the
open dunes, however the creation of open areas will in
future create insect rich areas, which will provide
feeding grounds, however because the work focus was
for the primary species the project has not been able to
deliver on the target actions for this species
There was a single action delivery target for this species

Agroeca cuprea

Blysmus
compressus

Golden
lantern-spider

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Flat Sedge

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Continue monitoring/surveying and observing this
spider at its existing sites and trying to find any new
ones. Provide feedback to interested parties
(preparatory work)
Only a single record for this species existed for the
Sefton Coast. Investigation into this record with The
World Museum, Liverpool, established that it was infact, a mis-identification – the original specimen was
located in museum storage and identified as a different
species Agroeca proxima. This meant there were in fact
no records for this species on the coast, so as a result
with it being an extremely difficult species to identify
no further work was undertaken.
Action delivery targets: Surveillance programme:
monitor all known populations in vulnerable areas and a
sample of populations in stronghold areas (partial
delivery).

Maintain populations at all isolated sites through
appropriate habitat management (partial delivery).
Local expert has surveyed this species at regular
intervals. These surveys show that this plant is mainly
found in dune slacks with short open vegetation but is
being limited by the overgrowth of surrounding
vegetation as a result of reduced trampling and rabbit
grazing. During the project volunteers reduced
vegetation in an area adjacent to one of the
populations, whilst creating bare ground to improve the
habitat for petalwort this work will benefit this species
as the removal of dense vegetation provides suitable
habitat for the sedge. Sea buckthorn cut by volunteers
annually in this area to keep the area open. By working
with volunteers the project has been able to meet the
partial delivery targets set out for this species.
Action delivery targets: none set.

Carduelis
cannabina

Common
Linnet

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Although there were no delivery targets set for
Common linnets, improving the sand dune habitat for
the primary species also improves the habitat for this
species. The removal of Sea buckthorn and Japanese
rose. two invasive species which are very dense plants
with little value as a food source or for nesting leaves
bare sand. The damp areas vegetate up over time with
dune flora creating a good food source rich in insects
and seeds. Areas where slow growing scrub, such as
hawthorn was found in the dunes, was thinned to leave
suitable perching locations.
Action delivery targets: none set

Emberiza
schoeniclus

Reed bunting

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Although there were no delivery targets set for Reed
buntings, improving the sand dune habitat for the
primary species also improves the habitat for this
species. The removal of Sea buckthorn and Japanese
rose. two invasive species which are very dense plants
with little value as a food source or for nesting leaves
bare sand. The damp areas vegetate up over time with
dune flora creating a good food source rich in insects
and seeds. Where slow growing scrub, such as
hawthorn was found in the dunes, this has been thinned
to leave suitable perching locations.
Action delivery targets:

Gentianella
campestris

Field Gentian

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Maintain or restore traditional pasture management (no
fertiliser, no herbicide, moderate grazing levels) for
pasture, dune slack and montane sites to secure
favourable condition (partial delivery).
Surveillance programme: monitor a sample of known
populations and survey periodically for new records
(partial delivery).
Local expert has been monitoring this species, which
occurs on the Sefton coast mainly on the Ainsdale NNR

with a few isolated pockets on the adjacent LNR.
Rejuvenation of pools on the Ainsdale NNR has
removed scrub creating open ground. These open areas
provide opportunity for the Field gentian to colonise.
Annual grazing at this site keeps the sward low and in
suitable condition for this plant. This ongoing work
ensures that delivery targets are partially met.
Action delivery targets:
Maintain BNM recording scheme and UK Butterfly
Monitoring Schemes as principle methods to collate and
analyse distribution and abundance of s41 butterflies
(partial delivery).

Hipparchia
semele

Grayling

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Habitat improvement works to increase the area of
bare sand for the primary species also supports the
needs of this butterfly. Large areas of bare sand have
been created along the length of the coast which the
butterfly uses to sit and bask on. At the start of the
project the project team tried to include Grayling
surveys with the Sand lizard surveys, however it was
found to be too difficult to do both. Unfortunately no
formal surveys have taken place; however they have
been recorded during surveys and have been seen on
the newly created pare sand patches at Altcar, Cabin
Hill and Formby.
Action delivery targets: none set.

Locustella
naevia

Oenanthe
fistulosa

Common
Grasshopper
Warbler

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Tubular
Waterdropwort

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Although there were no delivery targets set for
Common grasshopper warblers, improving the sand
dune habitat for the primary species also improves the
habitat for this species. The removal of dense patches
of the invasive Sea buckthorn and Japanese rose has
created bare ground, which in damp areas will soon
vegetate up with dune flora to create an insect rich
food source for the Grasshopper warblers. Areas
including slow growing scrub, such as hawthorn was
found in the dunes, this has been thinned to leave
suitable perching and nesting locations.
Action delivery targets:
Surveillance programme: monitor a sample of known
populations and survey periodically for new records
(partial delivery).
Survey undertaken by local expert at intervals.
Action delivery targets:

Triturus cristatus

Great crested
newt

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Create, restore and manage ponds in order to provide
breeding sites for great crested newts, and manage
surrounding terrestrial habitats sympathetically (partial
delivery).
Develop and implement a surveillance plan in order to
meet data needs at all spatial scales, for all appropriate
stakeholders (partial delivery).

Develop and implement methods and policies to
remedy reversible adverse impacts at the population
level, notably introduction of fish and invasive plants
(partial delivery).
Action delivery targets have been met for two of the
targets, through training and survey effort. The third
one to create pools for the GCN hasn’t been met as
there is a direct conflict between the needs of this
species and the Natterjack toads, one of our primary
species. Once shallow sandy pools/slacks on the dunes
favoured the natterjack toads, with few records of GCN
along the coast, however as the pools scrub up, they
become less suitable for Natterjacks and more suitable
for GCN. As part of the natterjack monitoring
programme volunteers were trained to identify and
record GCN on their natterjack surveys to give a better
picture of GCN distribution. Casual records are showing
that GCN are moving along the coast and are extremely
adaptable to the conditions as compared to the
Natterjacks. This is an example of conflict of
requirements between the two species Natterjack toad
and Great crested newt.
Action delivery targets:

Vanellus
vanellus

Lapwing

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Ensure the appropriate design and level of funding of
Environmental Stewardship (and other appropriate
measures), including measures to ensure take up of
relevant prescriptions in the right places (ELS: General
countryside, particularly arable) (no delivery).
There was one target set for the Common lapwing
however the target set was no delivery. Lapwings are
known to nest within the dune slacks on the Ainsdale
NNR. Removal of invasive Sea buckthorn at the site and
the rejuvenation of the pools has created habitat that
the Lapwing may use for nesting.
Action delivery targets:
Ensure better outcomes from land use regulation,
critically (i) site safeguard and (ii) enhancing and
creating connectivity (partial delivery).

Zootoca vivipara

Common
Lizard

Benefits from
project activity
towards
delivery
targets.

Ensure conservation status is monitored and
information sent to appropriate landowners and
decision makers (partial delivery)..
Ensure habitat creation and management that provides
suitable habitat features within a highly connected
landscape (partial delivery)..
Habitat management work to remove invasive Sea
buckthorn and Japanese rose has opened up the dunes
which has benefitted this species. This work has
provided more areas to bask and hunt and has
improved connectivity between suitable habitat. It has
been recorded as part of the ongoing sand lizard
surveys and included in reporting to landowners and

appropriate organisations. The project has benefitted
common lizards with the work carried out with partial
delivery of the three targets set.

c) To what extent you have taken a multi-taxon approach and how successful has this been?
Our work has all had a cross taxa approach, however in regard to the primary species, in
some cases it is uncertain as to how well this approach worked. The clearance of scrub to
create bare sand has undoubtable benefitted the sand lizard and tiger beetle, for basking,
hunting and egg laying. It has also benefitted several of the secondary species, grayling and
common lizard. The work to improve the slacks for natterjack toads could benefit the primary
plant species too, in particular around the plant margins, creating open, sandy damp areas,
however the toads and plants often are not found at the same slacks. Where they are found
together, we were unable to carry out major habitat works with contractors due to funding
constraints already in place before the project was developed.
Volunteers have undertaken small scale works in some of these areas, however it is very
labour intensive so improved areas are small, and in some cases there has been good success
ie where vegetation was cleared at a site with historic petalwort records (1990’s) plants
appeared, obviously from the spore bank. This is something that could be undertaken on a
larger scale in the future to benefit this species. Where the large scale works with contractors
have taken place, it may be possible to instigate translocations of the plants to these habitats,
however this was beyond the scope of the project. The creation/rejuvenation of the slacks
has benefitted other species, by providing areas for typical dune flora to colonise and create
an insect and plant rich habitat that species such as the bats and birds can use for feeding
grounds as well as the Natterjacks.
d) To what extent you have taken a cross-organisation partnership collaboration approach
on species recovery and how successful has this been?
Throughout the project we have worked in close partnership with all the local land owners on
the Sefton Coast. This has included a programme of habitat improvements with both
contractors and volunteers. The project provided training opportunities for land managers in
species ecology and monitoring facilitating discussions on techniques and tips. Collaboration
at a Coastal Change workshop provided opportunities for discussions and sharing of
expertise looking at ways to improve the chances for species which will be affected by
habitat loss over the coming years.
However we did look to BftB partners for advice in relation to the plants; petalwort, sea
bryum and matted bryum from Plantlife, and to Buglife for advice on the northern dune tiger
beetle. Throughout the project there have been several situations that have arisen, that on
discussion with the other projects have turned out to be common across the board. Having
the opportunity to discuss them with other project officers has helped share the problems
and often resolve them as a result of collaboration.

7. Inspiring a nation - who benefited from the project
A further key aim of this BftB project was to help inspire a movement of people to discover,
value and act for England's threatened species, with the work achieved with beneficiaries and
numbers of people engaged described here.
Beneficiaries

Volunteer
survey /
monitoring
groups

New and
existing
volunteers

How have they
benefitted

Opportunity to get
involved in the
project either
habitat
management work
or survey &
recording.

Opportunities: to
increase their
knowledge
through training,
to meet new likeminded people, to
benefit their health
and well-being
both physically and
mentally through
taking part.

Which strategies have been most
successful at engaging with these people?
For example a type of activity, advice,
training or communication tool. And why?

Strategy 1
Emails to partners with
links to existing groups,
sharing details of
activity.

Strategy 2

Using existing networks
to promote
opportunities – all
landowners have
volunteers who were
targeted via partners.
This worked well with
existing volunteers by
providing them with the
opportunity to get
involved with activities
other than those offered
by the landowner eg
species surveying.

Promotion of
volunteering
opportunities
at events, via
social media
and more
traditional
media.
Grabbed
people’s
attention and
sparked a
curiosity to get
involved.
As a result of
volunteer
activity the
GitD group

Which strategies have not worked
as well as you had hoped to engage
these people? For example, a type
of activity, advice, training or
communication tool. Why do you
think this is and what will you do to
change it?
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Direct contact
with some of the
groups didn’t get
much of a
response.
This may be
down to time
constraints of
the groups or
individuals. It
may also have
been because
our activities
were seen as
more citizen
science rather
than specialist
activity. In future
more direct
contact with the
groups could
benefit and get
them working
alongside new
volunteers.
Attending local
shows –
response from
direct
engagement
wasn’t as high as
expected despite
direct
engagement.
This may be
down to the
type of audience
attending, and
there being a lot
of other things
going on too at
the event.

Local
community

They have been
able to learn about
the landscape and
the wildlife it
supports, finding
out the pressures
it faces, the
reasons for this,
how the project is
benefitting the
dunes as well as
how they could get
involved. A variety
of activities
provided
opportunities for
different levels of
participation and
for people to

Guided walks and talks
– people have had the
chance to find out more
about the dunes and the
wildlife, as well as
having the opportunity
to increase their
knowledge through the
training opportunities.
Creative events using
writing and the arts
provided people with a
connection to nature, in
a more subtle way than
a guided walk or talk.

facebook page
was set up.
This proved to
be an
extremely
useful means
of providing
volunteers
with
information,
from general
updates, to
species
sightings as
well as dates
and times of
tasks, surveys
and events. A
second closed
group for
Natterjack
toad monitors
was set up
where they
could
communicate
between
themselves
and include
actual
locations which
are more
sensitive due
to protection
levels and
surveyors
needing to be
licensed.
Media
coverage – a
mix of
methods
including social
media and
more
traditional
means reached
a wide local
audience. The
variety of
information
covered
provided good
detail about
the coast, it’s
wildlife and

Some of the
events didn’t get
as well attended
as hoped, eg
guided walks and
family mini-beast
hunts, it is
difficult to know
why. It may be
that the
marketing wasn’t
targeted in the
right place or
other means
such as
information in a
local newspaper
would have got a
better response,

increase their
‘connectedness’ to
nature.

what was
going on.

Existing local
community
groups

More
knowledgeable
about the dunes
and the wildlife
they support and
more aware of
opportunities of
how to get
involved.

Presentations to the
groups, including details
about the landscape,
how and why it need
management as well as
the species that make
their homes there. For
some they didn’t realise
the importance of the
dunes and took them for
granted

Tourists

The provision of
information about
the dunes and the
species within local
tourist office as
well as provision of
information at
events held at
museum venues.
Listing of events
and activities
taking place.

Attending/organising
stalls with activities at
these locations.
Provides opportunity to
engage with people face
to face about the coast.
Often audiences who
may never visit the
actual sites. Many
visitors to museums are
tourists, and in some
cases they made a
follow up visit by
attending a walk/talk or
signing up as a
volunteer as a result of
attending the event in
the museum.

or that there are
so many things
going on that
people are too
busy to join in. In
future it would
be better to do
more marketing
using a wider
variety of
methods and
maybe having a
bigger more
‘glamorous’
activity initially
to get out there.
General
advertising that
we can give a
group a talk or
take them on a
guided walk. A
more direct
approach may
have worked
better, however
some of the
groups have
many different
sub-groups so
reaching the
right individual
with an interest
can be difficult
We used social
media to provide
information
about the
landscape and
the species, to a
wide
geographical
audience. This
provided
information
about the
project and
activities they
could take part
in if they wished
when visiting the
area.
Engagement
with social media
provides an
indication of
how many

people may have
seen the post
but no detail
about whether
they have
visited.
Cultural tourist
venues
(museums)
Local
environmental
records centre

Land owners /
land managers

Local experts
and recorders

More records have
been generated for
the target species.
More recorders
have been trained,
who will keep
recording after the
project finishes
providing more
records.
Increased
knowledge of
species and
recording them.
Also raised
awareness of
looking at species
requirements from
a cross taxa
approach. More
awareness of how
coastal change will
affect the species
in the future.

More individuals
were engaged and
trained to increase
numbers of local
recorders.
Opportunities to

Direct contact via email.

Provision of training
opportunities led by
experts. Existing
landowner have been
able to refresh their
skills and upskill new
staff members.
Encouraging landowners
and volunteers to take
part in the same training
sessions, provided
increased opportunity
for sharing of
knowledge. It helped
ensure that the
monitoring was spread
across the whole coast
and landowners were
involved with the survey
programme.
Discussions between
local landowners,
national species experts
and
landowners/managers
from other similar
habitats provided
opportunity to share
common issues relating
to coastal change, with
input from coastal
change experts.
Direct contact with local
experts and recorders
enabled us to use their
expertise to plan work
or help with volunteer
resources. Direct

Good
attendance at
the coastal
change
workshop
allowed the
coastal staff to
understand the
effects of
coastal change
as a result of
data provided
in
presentations
and to share
ideas and
experiences
across the
coast as well as
from dune
systems
further afield.

General project
meetings were
difficult to
arrange and find
a day when
everybody was
available. The
one-to-one
meetings did
provide more
focused
discussions and
better use of
time for many.

provide training to
new volunteers
and landowners.
Successful
engagement
techniques

Traditional
engagement
techniques such as
guided walks, talks,
habitat tasks,
family events were
used to engage
people directly on
site, however we
turned to online
engagement
during Covid
restrictions

contact helped us to
engage these experts to
run training for
volunteers.
Use of online platforms
such as Zoom and
Teams helped engage
when activity was not
allowed on site during
Covid restrictions. The
platforms were ideal for
running the theory side
of training as well as
well as for creative
events. At the writing
events, the project team
were able to provide
visual resources and
facts via presentations,
whilst the poet could
talk and chat with
participant providing
writing techniques. The
art events worked well
too, with the project
team again providing
visual resources and
snippets of info whist
the artist demonstrated
what to do, and could
chat and discuss with
participants throughout.
Feedback showed that
although people hadn’t
actually been out on the
dunes or seen the
wildlife they still felt
more connected to
nature. Allows a wide
geographical range of
attendees.

Number of volunteers who
have given their time

Realised

Target

Narrative

282

80

This figure is the number of individuals who have taken part in
habitat management, group surveys or individual surveys.

Number of volunteer days
worked

1642.5

900

Volunteers have played a great part in the project and a large
proportion of the work would not have been possible without
them. 756 days of habitat work, 270 days of group survey and
373.5 day of individual surveys

Number of people who
have learnt skills directly

284

180

Individuals gained skills from species ecology & survey training. Of
those attending the training 50 followed this up by taking part in
surveys.

Number of people who
have learnt skills indirectly

380

500

This figure is as a result of producing online learning resources for
undertaking habitat management on the dunes and species
surveying.

1,375

Our direct engagement consisted of people who attended guided
walks and activities at events, individuals spoken to at local shows
and people attending events held in the Atkinson and World
Museum Liverpool. During the Covid lockdown period we
continued to engage directly with online events.

Number of people
engaged directly

2678

Number of people
engaged indirectly

3,878,020

This figure derives from a variety of activities including social
75,500 media, TV, radio as well as people attending our stands at the local
show and museums, but we didn’t actively engage with.

Reflect below on to what extent your conservation work has included an inherent focus on
people and how well this has gone.
The project had a realistic target for engagement across a variety of activities.
Throughout the project we have been able to do a lot more habitat management work than
planned with volunteers and have been able to gather more species data. This has meant that
the majority of these targets have been exceeded. An ongoing effort by the project team
meant that volunteer numbers kept increasing throughout the project, an important factor as
volunteers come and go as their circumstances change, ie some of our initial surveyors were
students, who understandably moved on when new opportunities arose. Without continued
recruitment we would have been left with gaps across the survey programme and for habitat
management works. Recruitment was through a variety of means, including through local
partners, social media, events, contact with local universities as well as volunteer platforms
such as CJS. Overall no single method really stood out, they all contributed.
Raising awareness about the project, the habitat and the species as well as the national BftB
programme has been a priority and figures achieved here also exceeded the project target. A
varied programme of events and activities allowed different audiences to engage and take
part, from those already interested in the environment, to families keen to immerse their
children in wildlife and the outdoors, to those who may not ordinarily have an interest in the
environment. We captured the attention of the latter category by using the landscape and
the species as a subject/inspiration at arts events. These started with creative writing

sessions – going for a walk with a local poet and stopping on the way to provide snippets of
key information about the landscape and the species. As Covid restrictions kicked in we were
able to continue these online, using imagery to inspire participants to write. The online
platform also worked well for a series of drawing and painting workshops, with local artists
demonstrating different artistic techniques to create some great artwork. Recordings of the
art workshops has allowed participants to revisit techniques and provides a useful link for
others to learn more too.

8. What worked well and what was challenging

Successes

The project’s reflections of its most significant successes realised, challenges faced, and
lessons learnt are described here.

What went well?

Why does it matter?

Habitat management work
to increase amounts of bare
sand, rejuvenate and create
new pools

The work has improved the habitat for species
in key areas, by making areas more suitable
and improving connectivity, much of which
has been lost over time.

Volunteer recruitment and
activity

Having an enthusiastic and engaged team of
volunteers will help the work to carry on as a
legacy.

Engaging with a varied
audience, including families
and those not normally
interested in the
environment, rather than
just those already with an
interest.

Those who already have an interest are fairly
small in number, so connecting with those
with other interests and using the landscape
and species as inspiration is important.
Children and young people have a knowledge
of their local environment from school,
however events allowing them to actively take
part in habitat management work further this
knowledge and help instil an interest in later
life – discover, value, act. Another example of
discover, value, act is when participants from
some of the art workshops signed up as
volunteers. Some of these then actually joined
in with regularly with habitat work and
surveys (pre-covid)
Area of coast will be lost due to erosion over
the coming years and some of these losses will
affect species. This workshop looked at the
where the issues where likely to be by
combining species data and coastal
engineering data. The workshop facilitated
discussions between land managers and
experts to come up with potential solutions
and how they may be implemented to ensure
the best possible chances for the species in
the future.

Coastal Change workshop

Is there anything you
would recommend to
take advantage of this
success?
Continued focus of land
owners on undertaking
more of this type of work,
to expand areas of bare
sand and improve
connectivity, all vital for
the species survival.
Ensure that local partners
are aware of important
role the volunteers play
and that they can be
supported to continue this
activity, in particular the
monitoring aspect.
Future project work
should have a good level
of this activity included

Landowners and
organisations regulating
land use and management
on the Sefton Coast
should consider the
options developed during
the Coastal Change
workshop to inform future
management.

Challenges

What challenges have
been encountered?

Why does it matter?

The mix of species –
although all our primary
species like similar sort of
habitat, levels of activity to
benefit all varied greatly
for each.

Habitat management work has had a skew
towards some rather than others. At
development stage it would have been useful
to think a bit more about how this would have
worked on the ground, eg plant species cannot
move very far under their own steam if at all,
so in order for them to colonise a new patch of
bare sand, they either have to be blown in or
physically introduced, which requires
consideration of many different factors for it
to be successful. (This point is also linked to
the next point – see below.)

Capital works constraints
in relation to funding
agreements in place on
different parcels of land,
meaning no large-scale
works were planned at
sites which were only site
primary species are found.

Species range is reducing, so although
monitoring gives a good picture of what is
happening it was not possible to benefit the
sea bryum or petalwort species greatly.
Although volunteers did some work it was very
small scale compared to what would
realistically be needed to benefit the species
long term.

Species are not always the
most engaging – either
small, hard to identify or
difficult to spot

It can be hard to find people with a passion for
species that meet these criteria, and those that
do have an interest are often already too busy
to engage more. To involve the local public
was quite difficult for the bryums and
petalwort, being small and potentially hard to
differentiate from other species. Even though
the sand lizards look amazing and grab
attention, their secretive nature also makes
them hard for volunteers to fully engage with.

Is there anything you
would recommend to
overcome this challenge?
More time at
development stage to look
a bit closer at the extent
species actual habitats
overlap. For example,
Natterjacks use the pools
in the dunes to breed, and
around each pool is a
damp margin which starts
sandy but soon becomes
colonised by other
vegetation. Whilst sandy
or the vegetation is very
short they are ideal for
petalwort and the bryums.
However this time of joint
usage is quite limited and
often the areas vegetate
up too much before the
bryums can make it there.
Also there are many pools
away from the sites where
the bryums are located,
another factor to consider
if work will benefit both
the toads and these
plants.
(This point links to the
next one -see below.
At the development stage
look at possible conflicting
funding and how it may
reflect on success of
project in relation to SRC.
Choose other species
instead/don’t have too
higher expectations
relating to SRC for some
species
Get more signed up
support from specialist
local groups such as the
local Bryophyte society or
look for input/support
from universities.
Petalwort and bryum
were featured in an online
creative writing event,
providing the audience
with an opportunity to be
inspired, so other creative
activities could be used to

Lack of branding and
resulting resources at the
start of the project.

The coast already has lots going on, so without
materials to help shout about the project it
made it harder to engage early on in the
project, and for at least the first twelve
months.

Engaging landowners as a
group – difficult to arrange
times when all are available

Landowners are already busy and although
supportive of the project it was difficult to
arrange times when all were available. Even
when dates were in the diary attendance was
not always guaranteed. It worked better to
meet on an individual basis, which was a lot
easier to organise.

Area of the project
Monitoring

Lessons Learnt

Engagement
Monitoring
Management work

Engagement

Monitoring
Habitat management
Habitat management

engage with them. The
Back from the Brink
programme has helped
develop ways to address
conservation issues for
non-charismatic species.
This sort of thing should
be fast tracked or be in
place at the start of the
project – national team
maybe start in advance of
projects to facilitate this.
Engage one-to-one
instead and build this into
the project design from
the start.

Lesson learnt
Baseline data – had to look at this at start of project which took time. It
would have been helpful for compilation of this to be part of the project or
already pulled together during the development stage.
National launch – limited benefit to local projects, would have had more
impact locally if series of activities took place across all projects. Main
event wasn’t picked up by local press as was held in the south.
Project start time – never a right or wrong time, however at development
stage would be good to ensure start/finish times coincide with primary
species key activity.
Selection of key species – although on paper all our primary species have
similar habitat requirements, it is not always possible to balance these
requirements with suitable activity ie work to improve habitat for
Natterjacks creates suitable habitat for the bryums, however it is unlikely
they will benefit without translocation as sites are too far away from
existing populations and they do not travel far!
Volunteers need a lot of support – not all volunteers are happy to
undertake survey on their own, often down to self confidence in their own
abilities. To ensure continued engagement, led activities are essential.
Despite having a team of enthusiastic volunteers none have been keen to
take on a co-ordinating role. It may have been useful to have the
recruitment of a volunteer(s) to be a volunteer co-ordinator as a target in
the project, which would have helped build in a legacy goal too.
Project length – not going to be able to see benefits of habitat movement
in all cases as species can be slow to move.
Contractors – difficulty in finding good reliable ones to quote, then carry
out the works within appropriate ‘season’
Targets for the bryums and petalwort have felt a bit un- achievable due to
there being no large-scale habitat improvement work in the areas where
they are found. This was due to HLS funding being in place on Sefton
Council’s land, which was known at the project development stage.
Although volunteers have carried out work in these areas, works need to
be on a larger scale than is feasible by volunteers to ensure the open
habitat remains as long as possible to benefit the species. Ideally this would
be carried out at suitable locations on a regular cycle.

Engagement

Engagement

Monitoring
Partnership working

Volunteers have helped deliver the project targets, numbers at tasks varied
greatly which was frustrating at times, however the team understood that
volunteers have other commitments and circumstances change. As a result
it was necessary to have ongoing recruitment effort. This meant that
volunteer numbers kept increasing throughout the project, although not all
were active, ie some of our initial surveyors were students, who
understandably moved on when new opportunities arose.
Attending local shows – the team had hoped to recruit volunteers at these
events; however the response wasn’t as high as expected despite direct
engagement. This may be down to the type of audience attending, and
there being a lot of other things going on too at the event.
Difficulty reporting on national targets when only working at a local scale –
should be more consideration into suitability of monitoring methods at
development stage of project.
GitD had no direct arrangements in place with the other NGOs involved,
difficult to engage meaningfully with right people at partner organisations.
More of a link with Plantlife throughout may have helped provide more
action for the plant species. Easy to say in hindsight, but something to
consider for the future

9. The lasting legacy of the project
The elements resulting from the project delivery that have been left behind as a future legacy
at project and organisational levels are described here.
LEGACY GOALS
Project level:
Recruit a wider range of
volunteers to cover all needs

Invasive species better
understood, and management
better implemented

Numbers, distribution and
habitat needs of key species
better understood and
habitat improved as a result

Successor Initiatives
Full or part time
coordinator to support
volunteers and
continuity

Continue invasive
species management
where appropriate

Continued monitoring of
species; management of
volunteer monitoring
input

Plan
Finding volunteers to coordinate volunteers and other
options for coordination incl.
funded post, involvement of
county recorders etc.
Volunteer that have been
recruited by GitD have been
sign-posted to North
Merseyside Amphibian and
Reptile Group (NMARG) if they
wish to continue with habitat
management works. NMARG
organise habitat management
tasks with the landowners, so
any volunteer that signs up
with the group will be able to
find out when tasks are taking
place. Due to GDPR it will be
down to volunteers to join the
group.
Volunteers involved in survey
work will be supported by ARC
– see below.
Volunteer input to ongoing
habitat management work to
be continued by NMARG,
providing appropriate guidance
for existing volunteers to
engage with active
management. Similar options
for volunteers to join Natural
England’s habitat days with a
focus on work for species.
Experience of Japanese rose,
and sea buckthorn removal
passed to landowners to assist
with follow-up work.
Tool bank purchased under
GitD to be held at local NE
office, available for use by all
volunteer groups/task after
GitD ends.
Volunteers continue with key
species monitoring with
support from ARC, NMARG
and landowners wherever
possible.
ARC – species monitoring
advice, upcoming training
opportunities, and assistance

Additional notes
Volunteer co-ordinator
role was included in
project follow on funding
bids submitted by ARC
(unsuccessful as at June
2021, but fund-raising
efforts will continue.)

NMARG to run regular
habitat management tasks
in partnership with the
landowners, which
volunteers could attend, if
signed up with NMARG
Landowner agreement for
tool storage and access.

Support from NMARG
Support from landowners

ARC currently considering
options to maintain a staff
presence in the area

ARC submitted funding
bids to the Green
Recovery Challenge
Fund and NLHF, aiming
to undertake work
inspired by the success
of GitD.

We should consider the
Gems in the Dunes brand as
an asset and manage its
future accordingly, i.e.
maintain/develop it (and
therefore some substantive
activities underpinning it) or
manage its closure.
Advantage would be:
• continued SSSI-wide
profile and focus for
volunteers and

Possibility of a further
project branded as Gems
in the Dunes.

with online monitoring tools.
For example, volunteers will be
continue to be supported to
contribute to the national
Natterjack toad monitoring
programme. Support will also
be provided for the small
number of dedicated Sand
lizard surveyors recruited
during the project in order to
continue data collection.
NMARG – volunteers able to
sign up and receive support
from other group members for
surveying amphibians and
reptiles.
Landowners - volunteers
continue to carry out surveys
as a legacy of GitD, having
signed up as volunteers with
the appropriate organisation,
which will give them land
owner permission to carry out
regular surveys (additional
activities would need land
owner and or NE consent)
Support for non-herp species
has been difficult to secure,
although volunteers are keen
to continue surveying.
Landowners will support but
not to the same extent as
during the project. This was
included in the two follow up
funding bids and will be
included in subsequent bids.
ARC submitted two funding
bids to continue the legacy of
the GitD project, in both
ongoing habitat management
and community engagement.

Explore options for further
projects branded as Gems in
the Dunes.

Neither bid was
successful, but ARC will
continue to try to secure
resources to undertake
GitD legacy work on the
Sefton Coast. A modest
amount of co-ordination
and advice will continue
using existing resources.
ARC decided that fundraising might be more
successful if opting for a
new identity, and so at
present the Gems in the
Dunes brand is not being
pursued. This will be kept
under review.

organisations and the
community arts
programme
• chance to shift public
attention decisively onto
the ‘gems’ themselves cf.
habitat
• clear basis for ARC
leadership given the
(temporary?) wind-down
of the BftB profile
• Effective way of
capturing records of
future management
agreements from within
current project
Look at where the legacy of
GitD should sit within the
Nature Conservation strategy
to ensure species-specific
interventions.
The Sefton Coast Landscape
partnership is responsible for
the Nature Conservation
Strategy is currently being
updated/rewritten and brings
organisational management
plans together for the coast
as a whole and is integral in
the Sefton Coastal Plan. The
Sefton Coastal Plan is
implemented by a series of
strategies & plans, Nature
Conservation strategy, Visitor
Management strategy,
Communications &
Engagement plan, Adaptation
& Sand Dune management
plan, Water Resources plan,
Shoreline Management plan
and Visitor Gateway
Masterplans.
Need to define and dovetail
the relationship with
Dynamic Dunescapes as a
matter of urgency including:
• Understanding each
other’s targets and
objectives
• Agreeing what role DD
has in facilitating the
Gems legacy, e.g. Gems
priority work continuing
under DD; or GitD to
deal with the fine detail
of engagement and
threatened species

As a result of discussions
at the Nature
Conservation Task
Group, a sand lizard
strategy is being
compiled by NMARG.

This will feed into the overall
Nature Conservation Strategy.

Dynamic Dunescapes
(DD) – carrying out a
series of habitat
improvement works that
will further benefit
species along the coast.
Works includes the
creation of notches in
the frontal sand dunes
to create bare sand, in
locations where
modelling has indicated
future mobility will
continue. Potential for
GitD survey volunteers

DD will provide further
opportunity for volunteers to
improve the habitat for the
species, following on from the
large-scale notching work.
Ongoing volunteer survey in
this area will continue to
improve data collection – link
with ARC.

focused work and related
public-facing activities
• Managing potential
conflicts between species
Embedding approaches to
conserving species in the face
of coastal change, using
suggestions from the Coast
Change Workshop.

Project has identified that
Sea bryum and Petalwort are
at risk of extinction.

Organisational learning:
Increased ARC’s
understanding and
capabilities in terms of
contributing to large
partnership projects.
Increased ARC’s
understanding of alternative
approaches to species
conservation, through
working closely with
partners.
Specific learning about the
practicalities of running
projects on the Sefton Coast.

to carry out follow up
survey works on the
sites and form part of
the legacy of GitD
Results of this workshop
will provide focus for
landowners to better
manage the sites in
future for species in the
face of coastal change,
in particular options to
mitigate against
potential habitat loss.
Discussions need to take
place with Plantlife to
look at measures to halt
and reverse this. Most of
remaining plants are
located on Sefton
Councils land – the
situation has been raised
with them and local NE
advisor regarding plans
for upcoming
Countryside
Stewardship.

The report from the coastal
change workshop provides
recommendations of what
habitat works would best suit
the species as well as
recommendations for policy
requirements, which will help
landowners plan future works.
Issue to be raised between
ARC and Plantlife to assess
possible next steps.

Further projects, to be
discussed with partners.

Dependent on conservation
need, partner capacity and
willingness, and funding
availability.

Further projects, to be
discussed with partners.

Dependent on conservation
need, partner capacity and
willingness, and funding
availability.

Further projects, to be
discussed with partners.

Dependent on conservation
need, partner capacity and
willingness, and funding
availability.

Drone videos showing the
vulnerability of the Sefton
Coast will be made
available on ARC’s
website.

Appendices
Appendix 1 Sites that have benefited from conservation works/inputs
Site name and location

Owner/Manager

Cabin Hill National Nature
Reserve
(Year 1)

Natural England

Altcar Training Camp
(Year 1)

Queen’s Jubilee Nature
Trail
(Year 1 & 2)

North West
Reserve Forces
and Cadets’
Association /
Conservation
Advisory Group
Sefton Council
(Coast and
Countryside
Service)

Birkdale – Ainsdale
railway line
(Year 1)

Network Rail

Freshfield Dune Heath
(Year 2)

Lancashire
Wildlife Trust

Formby
(Year 2)

National Trust

Kenilworth Road
(Year 3)

Sefton Council
(Coast and
Countryside
Service)

Ainsdale National Nature
Reserve
(Year 3)

Natural England

Hillside Golf Course
(Year 1)

Hillside Golf Club

Hesketh Golf Course
(Year 2)
Southport & Ainsdale Golf
Course
(Year 2)
Formby Ladies’ Golf
Course
(Years 2-4; volunteer
activites and staff training
only)

Hesketh Golf
Club
Southport &
Ainsdale Golf
Club)

Formby Ladies’
Golf Club

Project activities carried out there
Japanese rose removal
Natterjack pool rejuvenation
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Japanese rose removal
Sand patch creation
Natterjack pool rejuvenation
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Scrub removal
Natterjack pool fencing
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Sand patch creation
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Scrub removal
Fencing of cleared area
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Creation of natterjack breeding pools
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Removal of scrub
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report See bat
survey report
Rejuvenation of natterjack breeding pools
Scrub removal
IP05 GitD Work Areas & Species surveys report
Works were planned at this golf course, to be delivered by
the golf course staff. Although they agreed to the works it
was never carried out.
Habitat improvement – marram grass planting.
Work was planned at this site, however it was not
undertaken.
Work with volunteers was planned at this site, however the
original planned works were carried out by staff before the
project started. The project team tried to identify further
works with the course staff.

Appendix 2 - Management & Maintenance plans – in place with Landowners for a 10-year
duration
For information, please contact Amphibian & Reptile Conservation.
Appendix 3 Monitoring and evaluation summary
People and community engagement evaluation data summary
Monitoring
or
Evaluation
tool used

Number
collected

Location

Landowner
end of
project
survey

4/6

IP05 GitD
Landowner
Final Survey
responses combined

Volunteer
end of
project
survey

41

Coastal
Change
Workshop
attendee
survey

15

Art
workshops
with ACP -

16

Data
summary
sheet Volunteer’s
feedback project end
IP05 GitD
Volunteer
feedback
summary of
comments project end
Data
summary
sheet Coastal
change
workshop 33-21
IP05 GitD
Coastal
change
workshop
feedback
Data
summary
sheet - Art

Did you
collect
NLHF
monitoring
data i.e.
age, sex
etc
No

Sample
submitted
with this
template?

What were the main things that the
results helped you to discover or that
they confirmed for you? Did anything
surprise you?

Yes

No

Yes

Local partners have felt that the project
has been of great benefit, improving the
habitat for species, and increasing the
levels of survey and recording across the
whole coast. Training has benefitted
both staff and volunteers to improve
data collection. Communication
between the Gems team, partners,
volunteers and the public has been
excellent too.
Participants increased levels of
knowledge through training.
They felt good by participating and felt a
sense of achievement.
Information should be provided in more
locations to access more audiences.
More work with schools and other
community groups should be
undertaken

No

Yes

Participants enjoyed the workshop and
felt it was worthwhile.
The online zoom platform worked well
for most but connection issues and
numbers attending can provide
difficulties inputting to such events.
Discussions should feed into future
works.

Yes

Yes

Arts events can be run online and help
connect people with nature despite not
being outdoors.

feedback
surveys

Art
workshops
with SHW –
feedback
survey

12

Creative
writing
workshops
with HM –
feedback
survey

45

Comments
cards –
presentation
to teachers
& trainee
teachers

9

Comments
cards =
guided walk
June 2018

12

Comments
cards –
volunteers
feedback
session June
2018

12

workshops
ACP
IP05 GitD
Art
workshop
Summary of
Comments
ACP
Data
summary
sheet - Art
workshops
SHW
IP05 GitD
Art
Workshops
summary of
comments
SHW
Data
summary
sheet Creative
writing HM
IP05 GitD
Creative
writing
feedback
summary of
comments
Data
summary
sheet Teachers &
trainee
teachers’
feedback 711-18
Word cloud
Presentation
7-11-18
Teachers &
trainees
Data
summary
sheet Guided walk
7-6-18
Word cloud
Guided walk
7-6-18
Data
summary
sheet Volunteer
feedback

They help engage people who wouldn’t
normally visit the coast.

Yes

Yes

People found out about the different
wildlife on the coast - opportunity for
different audiences to engage.
The art activities can help people focus
on a subject
Art workshops help people feel more
connected to nature

No

Yes

Nature and writing combine well and
inspire and engage with different
audiences.
Provides an opportunity for people to
try new or different activities.
People enjoyed learning about the coast
and had a positive experience.

Yes

Yes

Participants learnt that the coast was a
good educational resource.
They learnt more about the habitat and
the species and the support that is
required for management.

Yes

Yes

Many people joining guided walks
already have an interest and knowledge
of the coast but would like to know
more.
They are not necessarily a new audience
to the dunes.
They enjoy this type of event

Yes

Yes

Volunteers have increased their levels of
knowledge through training.
People enjoy being outdoors taking part
in activities as it makes them feel good.
The activities provide social
opportunities for like-minded people.

session 7-618
Species
Training
workshops –
feedback
survey
Event
reflections –
GitD team

132

IP05 GitD
Training
Feedback
responses

No

No

Attendees fed-back with points an
different aspects of the training, some of
which helped improve future training.

Event
Reflection Art
workshops
with ACP
spring 2021
Event
Reflection April-Aug 18
Natterjack
surveys

No

Yes

Provided an opportunity to look at what
worked well and what didn’t.
To consider suggestions from
participants for improving the activities.
How to plan future events to run better.

Appendix 4 ‘Metadata’ list of technical datasets created - see spreadsheet species records
Dataset name

Format of
information

Gems in the
Dunes Bryum
records 20172020

Excel

Organisation
responsible
(as the data
custodian)
ARC

Gems in the
Dunes
Natterjack
night survey
records 20182019
Gems in the
Dunes
Northern
Dune Tiger
Beetle records
2018-2021
Gems in the
Dunes
Petalwort
records 20172020

Excel

ARC

Excel

ARC

Excel

ARC

Gems in the
Dunes Sand
lizard records
2018-2020

Excel

ARC

Shared with other
bodies? (names)

Location
held

Sefton Council,
Natural England,
National Trust,
LWT, Altcar,
Merseyside
Biobank
Sefton Council,
Natural England,
National Trust,
LWT, Altcar,

ARC
BftB
sharepoint

Sefton Council,
Natural England,
National Trust,
LWT, Altcar,
Merseyside
Biobank
Sefton Council,
Natural England,
National Trust,
LWT, Altcar,
Merseyside
Biobank
Sefton Council,
Natural England,
National Trust,
LWT, Altcar,

ARC
BftB
sharepoint

ARC
BftB
sharepoint

ARC
BftB
sharepoint

ARC
BftB
sharepoint

Additional notes

Appendix 5 Species monitoring plan (final updated version) – see spreadsheet IP05 Gems in
the Dunes - Species Monitoring Plan v4
Selected
Primary
Species>>>
Region
Sites included
Recording
areas
Number of
visits
Timing
Method type

Field methods
Abundance
measure
Distribution
measure
Other
measure(s)

Sites:- (list
details)

Natterjack toad
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below
Recording areas are natterjack breeding pools, mapped and numbered across all sites (see
SeftonCoast_Slacks_20160630.shp)
7-10 night-time surveys, 7-10 spawn string counts, 7-10 emerging toadlet counts.
Night-time surveys and spawn string counts every 7-10 days (April-June). Toadlet counts
every 7-10 days (June-August). Altogether, recorders will be revisiting the pools every 7-10
days (April- August).
National standard
NARRS Amphibian Survey Protocol - Visual survey whereby pond edge is walked once
around the pond edge, looking for amphibians, and especially their eggs. The number of
new spawn strings, total spawn strings, amphibians present (including sex, life stage),
weather and pond conditions are recorded. See the recording sheet (Natterjack field
recording form.pdf) for more details
Number of breeding females; index of juvenile production; number of adult males per site
and overall.
Number of breeding pools per site and overall.
Habitat condition score (aquatic and terrestrial). See documents provided on 'habitat
suitability assessment'.
QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
ROYAL BIRKDALE GOLF COURSE
HILLSIDE GOLF COURSE
SOUTHPORT & AINSDALE GOLF COURSE
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
BIG BALLS HILL
AINSDALE OPEN DUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE FOREDUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE DUNE RESTORATION (NNR)
AINSDALE FRONTAL WOODLANDS (NNR)
FORMBY GOLF COURSE
FORMBY LADIES GOLF COURSE
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES
FRESHFIELD DUNE HEATH
THE TRIANGLE
BIRKDALE-AINSDALE RAILWAY LINE
HESKETH GOLF COURSE

Selected
Primary
Species>>>
Region
Sites included

Sand lizard
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below

Recording areas

Survey of suitable habitat within sites limited to 1 hour of survey; habitat condition
assessment

Number of visits

6-10 surveys per site

Timing

March-May and Sept

Method type

National standard

Field methods

Visual search through areas of suitable habitat. Sightings are GPS recorded together with
numbers, age, sex and behaviour, as well as weather conditions. Photographs are taken
where possible for a positive ID (see survey methodology attached as 'Sand lizard survey
methodology.pdf and field recording form (Sand lizard recording form.pdf).

Abundance
measure
Distribution
measure
Other
measure(s)

Sites:- (list
details)

Index of adult abundance per site and overall.
Number of occupied sites; Occupied hectares per site and overall.
Index of breeding success
QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
ROYAL BIRKDALE GOLF COURSE
HILLSIDE GOLF COURSE
SOUTHPORT & AINSDALE GOLF COURSE
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
BIG BALLS HILL
AINSDALE OPEN DUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE FOREDUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE DUNE RESTORATION (NNR)
AINSDALE FRONTAL WOODLANDS (NNR)
FORMBY GOLF COURSE
FORMBY LADIES GOLF COURSE
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES
FRESHFIELD DUNE HEATH
THE TRIANGLE
BIRKDALE-AINSDALE RAILWAY LINE
HESKETH GOLF COURSE

Selected
Primary
Species>>>
Region
Sites included
Recording areas
Number of
visits
Timing

Northern dune tiger beetle
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below
Transects within sites (variable number, length and spacing)
Minimum 4 per site
May-August

Method type

Bespoke

Field methods

Zig-zag transect routes have been defined through known hotpots and potential habitats.
These are walked and scanned ahead for NDTB. Once located a count of adults and larval
burrows from a 5m radius is made, and a GPS location is recorded (see survey
methodology attached as 'Northern Dune Tiger Beetles methodology.pdf and field
recording form (Tiger beetle recording form.pdf).

Abundance
measure
Distribution
measure
Other
measure(s)

Sites:- (list
details)

Index of larval and adult abundance per site and overall.
Number of occupied 10m, 100m, 1km, 2km, 10km grid squares per site and overall.
N/A
QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
ROYAL BIRKDALE GOLF COURSE
HILLSIDE GOLF COURSE
SOUTHPORT & AINSDALE GOLF COURSE
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
BIG BALLS HILL
AINSDALE OPEN DUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE FOREDUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE DUNE RESTORATION (NNR)
AINSDALE FRONTAL WOODLANDS (NNR)
FORMBY GOLF COURSE
FORMBY LADIES GOLF COURSE
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES
FRESHFIELD DUNE HEATH
THE TRIANGLE
BIRKDALE-AINSDALE RAILWAY LINE
HESKETH GOLF COURSE

Selected
Primary
Species>>>
Region
Sites included

Petalwort
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below

Recording
areas

Sample areas focussed around areas of suitable habitat (damp calcareous dune slacks with
an abundance of bare, mobile sand). Focussed in particular on areas of bare ground/very
short vegetation on slack edges and along well walked footpaths.

Number of
visits

6 surveys per site

Timing

September-June

Method type

Field methods
Abundance
measure
Distribution
measure
Other
measure(s)

Sites:- (list
details)

Bespoke
Suitable habitat will be visited 2-3 times to determine presence. If present, sites will be
revisted 2-3 times and a peak count made. Sites where both sexes have been recorded will
be revisited 2-3 times (March-June) to record sexual reproduction. The presence and
number of sporophytes (indicating sexual reproduction) at each site will be counted
Number of individual plants, number of plants of each sex, number of plants sexually
reproducing per site and overall.
Number of occupied 10m, 100m, 1km, 2km, 10km grid squares per site and overall.
Number of plants sexually reproducing
QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE OPEN DUNES (NNR)
AINSDALE FOREDUNES (NNR)
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES

Selected
Primary
Species>>>
Region
Sites included
Recording
areas
Number of
visits
Timing

Sea bryum
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below
Sample areas focussed around areas of suitable habitat (damp calcareous dune slacks with
an abundance of bare, mobile sand).
2 surveys per site
August-October

Method type

Bespoke

Field methods

Presence and absence will be recorded for each 10m grid square encompassing each site.
This will be done by walking methodically across the site and marking waypoints using a
GPS. A random sample of 10m grid squares proportionate to the size of the recording area
will then be surveyed for population density. An estimation of percentage coverage will be
recorded.

Abundance
measure
Distribution
measure
Other
measure(s)
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Population density in sample areas per site and overall.
Number of occupied 10m, 100m, 1km, 2km, 10km grid sqaures squares per site and
overall.
% of bryum coverage in 10m grid squares and % of species coverage in 10m grid squares
QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES

Selected
Primary
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Sites included
Recording
areas
Number of
visits
Timing

Matted bryum
Sefton coast SSSI
Specific SSSI units; see below
Sample areas focussed around areas of suitable habitat (damp calcareous dune slacks with
an abundance of bare, mobile sand).
2 surveys per site
August-October

Method type

Bespoke

Field methods

Presence and absence will be recorded for each 10m grid square encompassing each site.
This will be done by walking methodically across the site and marking waypoints using a
GPS. A random sample of 10m grid squares proportionate to the size of the recording area
will then be surveyed for population density. An estimation of percentage coverage will be
recorded.
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QUEEN'S JUBILEE DUNES
BIRKDALE FOREDUNES
BIRKDALE HILLS (LNR)
AINSDALE HILLS (LNR)
FORMBY POINT - NATIONAL TRUST
LIFEBOAT ROAD DUNES
RAVEN MEOLS HILLS (LNR)
CABIN HILL (NNR)
ALTCAR DUNES
HIGHTOWN DUNES

Appendix 6 - Report of Coastal Change Workshop held on 3 March 2021
See separate report, available on ARC website: www.arc-trust.org. Citation: Sunners, F,
Hampson, A & Foster, J (2021). Gems in the Dunes/Back from the Brink: Species and coastal
change workshop summary report. Unpublished report, Amphibian and Reptile Conservation
Trust, Bournemouth.

